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Chapter 1

Introduction
As mobile hardware configurations evolve, camera is becoming more and more important
interaction modality for information collection from the environment in many ways.
Some of the proposed methods, such as optical character recognition (OCR) and bar code
reading from images captured by a mobile camera, readily produce textual information.
And it is also possible to use the camera in many other user interface (UI) solutions to
realize natural interactions from it, for example, human faces and facial expressions can
be used as identification approaches and emotion activators for human-computer
interaction (HCI); and hand gestures can be used for UI navigation especially in some
specific scenarios such as entertainment and gaming.
The mobile visual interaction systems are remarkably driven by concrete applications
and the capability of imaging devices. Multidisciplinary enabling techniques are required
to deal with the problems from many use cases, and no single paradigm is available for
all the solutions. Although it is a broad umbrella under which fall diverse aspects of
optics, electronics, photography, computer technology, and usability, there is possibility
to identify some common questions and a generalized framework underline to be easily
extended for new problems.
The first preliminary question focuses on the objects we are interested in: what kind
of information contained in a natural image is the most important and valuable. There are
infinite answers considering different scenarios, however, textual information and
occurrence of human beings including human activities will have high priorities that
attract people’s attention in common sense. Revelation of this point helps to define the
objectives of our camera-based interaction solutions.
After getting agreement on the objects of interests, the next question is what we
should do with such objects for visual interactions. By giving the pixel arrays of any input
image, one of the basic tasks is to detect and extract the interested objects from their
complex background, though it seems to be very easy for human observation. Pixel
grouping for high-level image understanding by unsupervised learning methods has
attracted considerable attention in recent decades (Yu and Shi, 2003; Zoller et al., 2002;
Prasad and Sowmya, 2004). By adding the priors of the objects to be detected, it would
be more efficient to convert the clustering problem to a “black and white” classification
problem in a supervised manner, which benefits from the definition of the objects of
interests. Then the consequent operations of the objects extracted from the image are
based on practical requirements, but recognition of the objects into some pre-defined
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categories is usually a must step. For example, in bar code reading application it is
demanded to recognize the patterns of basic units after a bar code is located and
segmented, in order to convert the camera-readable code into textual information. The
algorithms adopted for object recognition are highly application-oriented.
There had been a lot of research works in the fields of text detection from images,
bar code reading, and facial feature analysis. However, there are still quite many
problems to be solved in order to implement the camera-based interaction as mentioned
above. For text detection from images, existing methods have limitations with specific
application domains. Even though a large number of algorithms have been proposed in
the literature, no single method can provide satisfactory performance in all the
applications due to the large variations in character font, size, texture, color, etc. For bar
code reading, algorithms were mainly designed for the traditional laser scanners and there
were few attempts to implement a system based on a low quality camera equipped mobile
phone. Facial feature analysis had attracted intensive attentions in the past decades.
Various algorithms had been proposed for face detection, facial feature extraction and
facial expression analysis. Our intention is to develop practical solutions for mobile
interactions that utilize the advances of facial image processing.
As the motivation of designing such a visual interaction system is mainly for mobile
usage, there are some technical challenges caused by the limitation of hand held
equipments. The biggest problem comes from the image acquisition stage where user
variability tends to degrade the robustness of the system. Most users are not well-trained
photo takers, and in many cases it is very difficult to obtain an ideal image for object
extraction and recognition, the proposed solutions must be capable to deal with complex
imaging environment, e.g., noise, blurring, illumination variance, shadows, extreme
exposure, pose and viewpoint variations. The computation efficiency is another
concerned problem. Real time operation of visual interaction systems requires a quick
response from the system to a visual input, however, the computation power of mobile
devices is limited and the memory is relatively small. Simple but effective on-line
implementation of the visual interaction system is certainly desirable.
Then basic components of the camera-based interaction system have been identified:
the focus is concentrated on objects of textual information and human being related facts
contained in natural images; the task is to extract the interested objects from their
complex background and probably classify them into pre-defined categories; and the
context is that variability of image acquisition and computation efficiency must be
addressed. Consequently, the following question is how to achieve these objectives under
contextual assumptions. Feature selection for increasing the robustness of visual object
detection and recognition against complex environmental interferences is an open
question, and in many applications empirical knowledge of human observation can be
applied to provide acceptable performance. Recently developed statistical learning
methods will be used to further select most salient features in an adaptive form, and apply
them in classification stage.
In another word, a hybrid system that combines heuristic and statistical methods is
proved to be effective to solve problems bursting from real applications. However, there
is no guideline indicating how to find an optimal joint-point of the empirical and
theoretical approaches. The art of combination is again an application-driven and
empirical problem.
In this thesis, we will look into applying a hybrid method to visual object extraction
and recognition as defined above by case study, where combination of heuristic and
statistical approaches is employed and rational joint-point is attempted. In the following
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chapters, we define objectives in detailed forms and corresponding solutions are
manifested, which takes the combined approaches as a preferred course.
In the second chapter the general concept of the combination of heuristic and
statistical methods for visual object extraction and recognition is introduced. First we
discuss the structural information of the visual objects to be processed and try to find
some common features as the source of the original heuristic approach. Afterwards
possibilities of using statistical training method to select optimal features and
approximate the final goals are presented. Background of the concrete applications is
briefly specified.
In Chapter 3, text extraction from natural scene images is discussed, where heuristics
of the identified features are reviewed and parameterization is performed by empirical
training. Main difficulties of the problem come from the nature of the text or characters of
different scripts that there lacks of obvious discriminance to distinguish the characters
from complex background if high level knowledge of the scripts is unavailable.
Chapter 4 looks at a well defined scenario of bar code reading by using common
phone cameras. Because bar codes, either 1D or 2D, contain dominant textural
information that is relatively easy to be identified from the background image, direct
heuristics can be applied to detect bar codes with acceptable accuracy. However, the
performance of bar code character recognition is always degraded due to the blurring
caused by out-of-focus problem, which is inevitable in a low quality camera-based
picturing system. Statistical model is used to describe the problem in a more generalized
form, and deblurring problem is discussed and implemented to improve the robustness of
the system.
Chapter 5 focuses on the development of face manipulation system that can detect
human faces from complex images, analyze facial expressions, and interact with human
faces by expressional transformation and other facial feature manipulation. Recognizing a
face has been crucial for our survival for millions of years, whereas it is not an easy task
for machines because of the different interpretations used by human brain and machine
perception. Subspace techniques are applied to deal with such kind of high-dimensional
problems, also many heuristics are used for manipulation to achieve good performance.
A summary of publications and the author’s contribution to these publications are
outlined in Chapter 6. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Combination of Heuristic and
Statistical Approaches
People learn by experience rather than by theoretical approaches. Thus in a world which
we do not understand, we develop relatively simple mental models so that we can make
decision. Real life problems are known to be messy, dynamic and multi-objective, and
involve high levels of uncertainty and constraints. Because traditional well defined
models are no longer capable of handling this level of complexity, heuristic methods have
attracted increasing attention in recent years for solving such problems. Inspired by
nature, biology, statistical mechanics, physics and neuroscience, heuristic techniques are
used to solve many problems where traditional methods have failed.
However, a heuristic is an algorithm that usually finds pretty good solutions, but
there is no proof the solutions could not get arbitrarily bad; or it usually runs reasonably
quickly, but there is no argument that this will always be the case. Often, one can find
specially crafted problem instances where the heuristic will in fact produce very bad
results or run very slowly; however, these instances might never occur in practice because
of their special structure. Therefore, the use of heuristics is very common in real world
implementations. For many practical problems, a heuristic algorithm may be the only way
to get good solutions in a reasonable amount of time.
The question is what we could do on the basis of the heuristics to guarantee the
performance of a solution, which minimize the possibility of worst conditions. And the
question should be put into the context of visual interactions based on mobile devices
with ordinary camera. Statistical mechanics provides a lot of choices to refine the
heuristics and re-organize the combined scheme. General speaking, for the problems such
as visual recognition, our design efforts may in fact be influenced by knowledge of how
these are solved in nature, both in algorithms we employ and in the design of specialpurpose application, and what we want the computer to do is to optimize and select the
heuristics that can lead to good solutions by statistical learning.
Figure 2.1 shows the components of a typical pattern recognition system (Duda et al.,
2001). The input to a pattern recognition system is often some kind of a transducer, such
as a phone camera in the work of this thesis. Segmentation is one of the deepest problems
in pattern recognition, which usually requires that the target objects can be segmented
from the images before they have been categorized. Closely related to the problem of
segmentation is the problem of recognizing or grouping together the various parts of a
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composite object. The traditional goal of the feature extractor is to characterize an object
to be recognized by measurements whose values are very similar for objects in the same
category, and very different for objects in different categories. This leads to the idea of
seeking distinguishing features that are invariant to irrelevant transformations of the input.
As with segmentation, the task of feature extraction is much more problem- and domaindependent than is classification proper, and thus requires knowledge of the domain.
However, some of the principles of pattern classification can be used in the design of the
feature extractor. The task of the classifier component proper of a full system is to use the
feature vector provided by the feature extractor to assign the object to a category. The
conceptual boundary between feature extraction and classification proper is somewhat
arbitrary: an ideal feature extractor would yield a representation that makes the job of the
classifier trivial; conversely, an omnipotent classifier would not need the help of a
sophisticated feature extractor. The distinction is forced upon us for practical rather than
theoretical reasons. Anyhow, the abstraction provided by the feature-vector representation
of the input data enables the development of a largely domain-independent theory of
classification. Finally, the post-processor uses the output of the classifier to decide on the
recommended action.
input

sensing

segmentation

feature extraction
adjustment for
missing feature
classification
adjustment for
context
post-processing
cost
decision

Figure 2.1. Components of a typical pattern recognition system.
The choice of the distinguishing features is a critical design step and depends on the
characteristics of the problem domain. We obviously would like to find features that are
simple to extract, invariant to irrelevant transformations, insensitive to noise, and useful
for discriminating patterns in different categories. Heuristics can help to select the most
valuable features from a large set of candidate features, where prior knowledge plays a
major role. If we take the segmentation task as a two-category classification problem, we
could look at the system from the same view point that the design of a pattern recognition
system entails the repetition of a number of different activities: data collection, feature
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selection, model selection, training, and evaluation. Using of prior knowledge enables a
probable good start with kind of heuristics, and statistical training normally decides the
selected features and models to be used in classification.
start

data collection

feature selection

heuristics from
prior knowledge

model selection

statistical
verification

classifier training

hybrid or
problem-independent

classifier evaluation

end

Figure 2.2. A design cycle of a pattern recognition system: combination of heuristic and
statistical approaches is applied.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the diagram of the combination that could be commonly used in
the design of a pattern recognition system. Heuristics often are inspired by the abstraction
of structural information that is learned by human observation and perception. As can be
seen in the following chapters, a set of heuristic methods were developed to solve the
problems raised by the visual interaction systems, which can be implemented within the
constrains presented by a mobile phone. For instance, characters or texts of a script are
typical man-made symbols that are easy to be identified from an image with human
knowledge. It is easy to notice that a significant feature of most text regions is that there
are uniform drawing-like stroke groups with certain alignment and often with uniform
color and size. In Chapter 3, we utilized this feature to develop a multi-group
decomposition method which extracted text in different image layers based on connect
component analysis. In Chapter 4, texture analysis was applied to detect bar codes from
their background, which was based on the heuristic that both 1D and 2D bar codes
contain certain patterns of textures. In Chapter 5, horizontal component extraction was
used as the heuristic method to perform a fast search of face candidates in the coarse
search step. The structural information and features such as color, shape, and many kinds
of texture are usually employed as candidate features for object segmentation and thus
affect model selection.
To minimize the risks to produce very bad results, statistical approaches are
introduced to sift the features and help to decide the model and create the classifier. The
purpose of statistical verification of the heuristics is to control the cost under an
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acceptable level. Classifier training is often a problem-independent stage, however, the
performance of a classifier can still benefit from the previous steps of feature selection
and model selection. Again statistical training methods or knowledge trees, or any hybrid
versions can be used for classifier design. In this thesis, boosting algorithm was used to
extract text, detect faces, and select features of facial expression analysis, which was
proved to be effective to improve the system performance in cooperation with the
heuristic methods applied previously. Subspace methods, such as manifold learning
algorithms, were used to analyze and synthesize facial expressions. Generalized lerning
vector quantization method was applied to recognize blurred barcodes. It should be kept
in mind that in any practical problem the combination of heuristic and statistical
approaches has no definite forms and should be put into the context of applications.
The reason to address the question on the combination of heuristic and statistical
approaches is that it is a preferred solution of image processing applications for visual
interactions based on mobile camera phones. As we have mentioned before, there are
many technical issues caused by the limitation of hand held equipments, e.g., pool
imaging quality, limited computation power and memory. Start with some heuristics and
then use some statistical methods to fine tune the algorithms for different applications
could probably be an appropriate way to guarantee both the real-time interaction and the
desired accuracy. Contribution of this thesis resides in two aspects: firstly, new features
and approaches were proposed either as heuristics or statistical means for concrete
applications; secondly engineering design combining seveal methods for system
optimization was studied and desired performance was achieved.

Chapter 3

Text Extraction from Natural
Scene Images
Text detection in images with complex backgrounds is a novel research area that main
findings happened in the recent fifteen years. Other than normal object detection problem,
text in the complex background has significant within-class variance, especially for
different fonts and language scripts. What we are interested in is to find a universal
solution of text extraction problem, which means it should not only be able to deal with
different types of images (e.g., book covers, web pages, natural scenes, etc.), but also
have good generality on different types of characters and languages.

3.1 Related work
From application point of view, the current research work on text extraction can be
classified into two categories, namely, text detection with specific preconditions and text
detection with no limitation. Based on the algorithms adopted, there can be also two
typical categories: region-based approach and texture-based approach. In this section we
will review the research work from both viewpoints.

3.1.1

Text detection with specific preconditions

Most existing research efforts were put on text detection in a well controlled environment,
where preconditions are added to the algorithms so that a series of application-dependent
priors can be applied. In these cases, only the specific type of text that has salient
characteristics is concerned. Table 3.1 lists some work in this category.
Some algorithms do not require strong assumptions explicitly, however, they still use
pre-defined rules and hypothesis. Normally these kinds of algorithms can achieve good
detection results because application-dependent prior knowledge has contributed a lot,
which manifests that text detection for specific applications has already made commercial
value.
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Table 3.1. Some work of text detection with specific preconditions
Authors

Preconditions (application domain)

Ohya et al., 1994

Scene images; only including signboard and car plates; language:
English, Japanese

Zhong et al., 1995

Complex color images; only including CD and book cover
images; language: English

Bunke and Kronenberg, 1999

Book and journal cover images; language: English

Zhong et al., 2000

Caption detection from video frames; language: English

Jain and Yu, 1998

Book and Magazine covers and caption from video frames;
language: English

Kim, 1999

Journal cover images; language: English

Suen and Wang, 1997

Scanned color prints like CD covers; language: English, Chinese

Chen and Chen, 1998

Technical journal’s cover images; language: English

Li et al., 2000

Scene text and graphic text (e.g., captions) in video; language:
English

Piccioli et al., 1996

Road sign images; language: English

Zhou and Lopresti, 1997

WWW images containing text; language: English

3.1.2

Non-limited text detection

Comparing with preconditioned text detection, research on the universal solution of text
detection without deliberate limitation is still in the preliminary stage. These years
researchers tried to find efficient algorithms that have good performance and do not
require well controlled environment, however, from a few open tests, e.g., ICDAR2003
(Lucas et al., 2003), the detection rate was not more than 50% that can not be used in real
applications.
Even though a large number of algorithms have been proposed in the literature, no
single method can provide satisfactory performance in all the applications due to the large
variations in character font, size, texture, color, etc, referred to (Jung et al., 2004) for an
excellent survey. Another issue is that there is a clear need for a public domain and
representative test database for objective benchmarking. The lack of a public test set
makes it difficult to compare the performances of competing algorithms.

3.1.3

Region-based text detection

Whether there are preconditions or not, the algorithms of text detection can be classified
into two types: region-based approach and texture based approach. The region-based
approach utilizes the features of text regions such as color, gray-level, and the differences
between the corresponding features of the background to extract text in images. This
approach employs so called bottom-up strategy, which first extracts the bottom structures

3.1 Related work
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such as connected components and edges from an image, then groups those bottom
structures together to form the outline block of the text regions. Figure 3.1 shows a
typical flowchart of text extraction based on connected component analysis.

Input image

Connected
component
verification

Pre-processing

Connected
component
extraction

Connected
component
combination

Results

Figure 3.1. Flowchart of text detection based on connected components.
Jain and Yu proposed a typical text detection method based on connected component
analysis (Jain and Yu, 1998), which utilizes color information of the text and its
background image. First bit-drop and color quantization will be applied to the input color
image to compress the color scale, then the original image is decomposed into several
foreground images corresponding to different colors. Block Adjacency Graph (BAG)
algorithm is employed in each foreground image to extract connected components and
finally, all the connected components detected from different foreground images are
combined to obtain the ultimate result. The reported text detection rate was about 72%.
Ye and Cheriet (Ye and Cheriet, 2001) further proposed a stroke model which enables
detecting thin connected components selectively, while ignoring relatively large
backgrounds that appear complex.
The connected-component-based algorithms have relatively lower computation
complexity, and are easy to be implemented especially for mobile platforms, meanwhile
they can usually achieve good performance in many applications. However, this kind of
algorithms is sensitive to background noise, and more seriously, there are many rules and
thresholding processes during the extraction, verification, and combination of connected
components that restricts the capability of generalization.
Another region-based approach utilizes edge information, which supposes that the
contrast between text region and its background normally gets high enough to be
distinguished. This method first extracts edges in the image using kinds of edge detectors,
e.g., Canny detector (Canny, 1986). Afterwards, the non-text regions will be removed
according to a series of rules, and then the edges of text will be verified and combined
based on morphological or smoothing filters. It can be seen that this method largely
depends on the edge detection performance, whereas different edge detectors have their
specific properties and use cases, it is not easy to find a universal solution based on edge
detectors. Secondly, sometimes the edges of text and the edges of the background regions
can not be discriminated easily, therefore the edge-based algorithm can only fit in with
some specific applications.
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Texture-based text detection

Algorithms in this category take totally different ways from region-based approach. It is
assumed that text regions have distinctive texture characteristics and can be separated
from the background based on some texture analysis methods.
Kim et al. (Kim et al., 2003) proposed a texture-based text detection algorithm that
introduces Support Vector Machine (SVM) to train the text samples and non-text samples
so as to get the texture classifier to distinguish text regions. The algorithm uses the
texture classifier to scan all the windows in the image, and based on the classification
result of all the scanning windows, the Text Probability Image (TPI) is generated. Finally
the text detection result is obtained by the search of TPI.
Texture-based text detection algorithms inspect the neighbors of pixels, so they will
not be affected by the background noise if the noise did not change the texture
characteristics of the neighborhood regions. Statistical trainings are introduced into
texture classifier design, which brings robustness and generality and makes advantages.
However, the main problem of this kind of methods is the computational complexity
because all of the regions in the image will be searched, and the texture analyzer itself
will cost much time. Another concern is about the accuracy of text location. Since texture
analysis is based on pixel neighbors, it is difficult to achieve the same accuracy level as
what can be done by the connected-component-based algorithms.

3.2 Text extraction based on multi-group
decomposition
Though different types of text in images have common properties, they also have
significant variations that make text detection problem difficult. Table 3.2 gives a
classification list of different types of text based on different criterion, and the types
concerned in this thesis are marked with grey background.
Traditional text detection algorithms that are based on connected components will
have degraded performance if the background gets complex or illumination varies,
mainly because the method of extracting connected components is not robust enough to
deal with high complexity. Meanwhile the verification method used for identify the real
text region does not consider the information contained inside the connected component
regions, therefore the verification result is not satisfied, especially for high false
acceptance rate.
In this thesis, a multi-group decomposition scheme is presented [P1, P2], which
integrates multiple solutions for connected component extraction that make the algorithm
have good generality, especially for complex background and illumination variations. The
proposed algorithm also introduces a hybrid method for text region verification, which
combines geometrical information, texture, and recognition confidence to achieve higher
accuracy, especially for non-letter and isolated text. Figure 3.2 shows the flowchart of the
approach based on multi-group decomposition.
As shown in Figure 3.2, there are four groups of sub-images used in the algorithm.
The first group is based on the results of color clustering in hue space. Since hue
component is insensitive to illumination variance and shadows, an unsupervised
clustering approach is applied to find clusters of similar colors based on the hue values,
and the pixels with same color cluster label will be decomposed into the same image

3.2 Text extraction based on multi-group decomposition
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layer. In order to overcome the segmentation difficulty in hue space when the saturation
is low, other two groups are introduced according to the segmentation results of weak
(monochrome-like) color and gray-level respectively. These two groups have great
benefit for extracting small characters in scene images using coordinate-dependent
thresholding method. The last group contains edge images, which is helpful for text
verification. To identify whether the located block candidates contain true text or
falseness, some heuristics are employed, such as the size, eccentricity, foreground
saturation, edge saturation, edge density variation, and align values. Setting of the
parameters and combination of the heuristics could be a problem that attracts attention.
Bootstrap algorithm for statistical learning (Duda et al., 2001) is applied to examine a
proper parameter set, where random selection process is independently repeated B times,
and the bootstrap estimate of the parameters is merely the mean of the B estimates on the
individual bootstrap data sets. The feedback from recognition result is also very helpful
for verifying a candidate text region because a false character generally has low
recognition confidence. The recognition confidence derives from the error distance of the
first two candidates in the recognition result list, as following
D1 − D 0
(3-1)
Ci = i 0 i ,
Di
where C i denotes the recognition confidence of the region i, Di0 and Di1 stand for the
error distances of the first two recognition candidate, respectively.
Because the output of text extraction is for character recognition and other post
processings, and most recognition engines use binary image as input, it is beneficial if the
text extractor can give binary information of the text regions, i.e., to identify the text as
foreground rather than only give the position. In [P2] a Priority Adaptive Segmentation
(PAS) algorithm is proposed to obtain accurate foreground pixels of the characters in the
located text regions.
Table 3.2. Classification of the text types
Criteria

Type #1
Letter

Type #2
Non-letter

Clustered text

Isolated character

Foreground text

Background text

Degree of
deformation

Regular text

Irregular text

Background
distribution

Uniform background

Varied background

Language script
Number of
characters and
their layout

Importance and
focus level
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Input color image

RGB->HSI

Weak color

RGB->Grayscale

Edge
detection

Color quantization
Binarization

Inversion

Decomposition on hue

H group sub- images

W group sub- images

Segmentation by
saturation & intensity

Segmentation by
intensity

CC analysis

CC analysis

G group sub- images

CC analysis

CC composition
Character Binarization
Region verification
Character Recognition
Text extraction
result

Figure 3.2 Flowchart of text extraction based on multi-group decomposition and
connected component analysis.

3.3 Texture verification based on AdaBoost
The adoption of heuristics achieved promising performance in verification of text regions.
However, it is still difficult to find a set of parameters that can adapt to various conditions.
Texture-based text detection algorithms provide a solution that can investigate parameters
of classifiers with statistical trainings, which will be more robust and have better
generality for most situations.

3.3.1

Histogram of sub-patterns

A human observer usually can identify text from complex background without efforts
even if he/she does not recognize the characters. In this case, the judgment is made based
on the fact that the occurrence frequency of some sub-patterns in text regions is often
much higher than that of non-text regions. Figure 3.3 shows the histograms of the output
of a sub-pattern filter (vertical edge inspector) for text sample and non-text sample
respectively, from which we can see obviously that the distribution of non-text samples

3.3 Texture verification based on AdaBoost
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converges to the peak near the zero point, whereas the distribution of text samples has
larger spread. The observation indicates that the frequency of such sub-pattern in text
regions is much higher than that of the non-text regions. Therefore we can choose the
histograms of a series of sub-patterns as the features for text verification.
We collected four groups of sub-pattern histograms that have higher frequency
appearing in text regions, Figure 3.4 illustrates some examples of the sub-patterns.
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Kurtosis = 13.97
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Figure 3.3. The output histograms of corresponding sub-pattern for text and non-text
samples.

Figure 3.4. Examples of the sub-pattern filters.
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In implementation, we use multiscale sampling in the regions to be verified because
the text in images can have large variance in scale. In each scale, a fixed size sliding
window (20×20 pixels) is used to calculate the histogram of each sub-pattern. Because
the histograms of sub-patterns are insensitive to the types of the characters (letter, nonletter, clustered, isolated, regular, irregular, etc.), it is robust to adopt the histograms as
text verification features.

3.3.2

AdaBoost algorithm

Text has very large inner-class variance, and the variance of non-text patterns is even
larger. It is very difficult to devise a strong classifier directly to distinguish text and nontext regions. On the contrary, it is much easier to obtain a weak classifier whose accuracy
is slightly better than random guess. Boosting learning algorithm introduced in the last
ten years is one of the most powerful learning methods which attempts to boost the
accuracy of any given learning algorithm and to produce new classifiers that are better
able to predict examples for which the current ensemble’s performance is poor. Thus we
considered using Boosting algorithm to construct a strong classifier that combines the
current weak classifiers which are based on the histograms of sub-patterns.
Freund and Schapire proposed AdaBoost algorithm (Freund and Schapire, 1997) that
had been used in many applications for statistical learning. Assume that a sequence of N
training examples ( x1 , y1 ),..., ( x N , y N ) is drawn randomly according to distribution P,
the basic idea of AdaBoost is to find a final hypothesis with low error relative to a given
distribution D over the training examples. Unlike the distribution P which is set by
“nature”, the distribution D is only over the instances in the training set and is controlled
by the learner. Ordinarily, this distribution will be set to be uniform so that D (i ) = 1 / N .
The algorithm maintains a set of weights

w t over the training examples. On iteration t a

t

distribution p is computed by normalizing these weights. This distribution is fed to
weak learner WeakLearn which generates a hypothesis ht that (we hope) has small
error with respect to the distribution. Using the new hypothesis ht , the boosting
t +1

algorithm generates the next weight vector w , and the process repeats. After T such
iterations, the final hypothesis h f is output. The hypothesis h f combines the outputs of
the T weak hypothesis using a weighted majority vote. The AdaBoost algorithm is
described in Figure 3.5.

3.3.3

Text verification based on AdaBoost

First of all, we need to construct a “weak” learning algorithm. From Figure 3.3 we can
see that the output histogram of the sub-pattern filtering for the non-text sample has
strongly positive kurtosis (calculated after normalization to unit variance), whereas the
histogram of the text sample is only slightly supergaussian. Thus using the kurtosis
measurement as a selected feature could be a suitable choice. In addition, the values of
the bins near the zero zone and far away from zero point can be also collected as features
of “weak” classifiers.

3.4 Hybrid approach and experimental results
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Algorithm AdaBoost
Input: sequence of N labeled examples ( x1 , y1 ),..., ( x N , y N )
distribution D over the N examples
weak learning algorithm WeakLearn
integer T specifying number of iterations
Initialize the weight vector: wi1 = D(i ) for i = 1,..., N .
Do for t = 1,..., T

pt =

1. Set

wt

∑

N

i =1

wit

2. Call WeakLearn, providing it with the distribution p t ; get back a hypothesis ht : X → [0,1] .
3. Calulate the error of ht : ε t =

∑

N

i =1

pit | ht ( xi ) − y i | .

4. Set β t = ε t /(1 − ε t ) .
5. Set the new weights vector to be

wit +1 = wit β t1−|hi ( xi )− yi |
Output the hypothesis

1
1 T
1
T

1 if ∑t =1 (log )ht ( x) ≥ ∑t =1 log
h f ( x) = 
2
βt
βt .
0 otehrwise
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 3.5. The adaptive boosting algorithm.
For each feature, we can compute the distribution of it for positive (text) samples and
negative (non-text) samples in the training set, and use a simple binary tree classifier to
make preliminary categorization:
+ 1 if ( f i ( x) − λi ) ⋅ Li > 0
(3-2)
hi ( x) = 
− 1 otherwise
where x is the training sample, f i (x) is the value of the i th feature for the training
sample, λi is the decision threshold, and Li ∉ {−1,+1} stands for the comparison
direction of the feature value and the threshold. hi (x) is the classification output of the

i th feature.
To form the final strong classifier, we can directly apply the AdaBoost algorithm
presented in Figure 3.5. There is another option for the output of the classifier: rather than
a “Yes or No” hypothesis, it is more beneficial that the output can remain some senses of
probability which category the input sample is likely to be. In this case, we can create
Text Probability Image (TPI) or compute the average probability of a region to be
verified, and make final decision.

3.4 Hybrid approach and experimental results
Combined with the texture verification based on AdaBoost, a hybrid approach for text
extraction from complex scene background can be built, as shown in Figure 3.6.
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TPI

Input image

…

Multi-group
decomposition

Connected
component
verification
…
Connected
component
combination

Connected
component
extraction
…

Textrue-based
verification
…
Texture-based
detection

Results

Figure 3.6. The hybrid approach of text extraction from complex scene background.
Because creation of TPI and search for text regions in TPI (“pure” texture-based
approach) are time consuming, we composite the algorithm in a more effective manner:
first, multi-group decomposition and connected component analysis in each image layer
are performed to extract candidate regions; secondly the heuristic verification of the
extracted connected components is applied to remove the obvious non-text regions; then
TPI is created only for the remaining candidate regions in the corresponding scale, and
the average confidence values of each region and possible alignment of the regions are
calculated; finally the passed regions from different layers and scales are composed to get
the results.
Our experiment was carried out on the database which includes more than 300 scene
images that contain different kinds of characters. For practical reasons, we only
considered the nearly 3,600 valid characters whose sizes are more than 16×16 pixels and
can be recognized by OCR engines. The experimental result is shown in table 3.3. Only
using geometrical properties as heuristics to verify the candidate text regions has
achieved desirable result, and the introduction of recognition confidence both enhanced
the detection rate and reduced the false alarm. The hybrid method which utilizes the
texture-based probabilistic classifiers for text verification has obtained the best
performance, which effectively reduced the false acceptance rate (FAR) meanwhile
achieved least false rejection rate (FRR).
Table 3.3. Text detection performance (calculated in character level)
Methods

Geometrical
property

Detection rate (%)
False acceptance rate (%)

89.5
12.3

Geometrical
property
+
Recognition
confidence
91.4
10.6

____________
* The test for hybrid approach was conducted after publications P1 and P2.

Hybrid*

93.6
5.4

3.4 Hybrid approach and experimental results
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Comparisons with the state of the art
The contribution of research work presented in publications P1 and P2, comparing with
the state of the art at the time of publications, is as following:
- We proposed a multi-group decomposition scheme that split the original image
into multiple layers. The novelty of this idea is to use the HSI color space
instead of RGB to perform unsupervised color clustering, and use edge and
region-based binarization as complement. This implementation structure
improved the detection capability in various conditions.
- We adopted a run length smearing operation followed by BAG algorithm for
connected component extraction. Comparing with the traditional line adjacency
graph or other CC analysis methods, our CC extraction was much faster.
- We introduced comprehensive character verification method, esp. for the
grouping of Chinese characters. Because the structure of Chinese characters is
totally different from western letters (the components and radicals bring
difficulties), specific processing is demanded. It is worthy of noting that our
system produced character-level accuracy of text localization, and binarized
characters can be directly recognized by OCR system. However, many systems
just gave out rough bounded rectangles of text lines.
There had been very few attempts that quantitatively evaluate the text extraction
algorithms, reported in the literature. Even for text detection, the performance measure is
difficult because detection rate can not accurately reflect the precision of the algorithm.
The ground truth data for text localization is usually marked by bounded rectangles that
include gaps between characters, words, and text lines. However, our algorithm is very
accurate and detects text at the character-level, it will not include the above gaps and thus
may not have a good recall rate. Another concern is that the aim of each text localization
system can differ. A method designed for text detection from scanned book cover may
not be suitable for frames in video. Even for text detection in video, an application can
focus on captions rather than scene text. The fact was that there was no substantial
comparison between different algorithms reported in related literature at and before the
time of publications P1 and P2.
To gain a better understanding of the relevance of the results obtained by the
proposed method, benchmark comparisons with other methods (state of the art at the time
of publications) were carried out. Because the implementation details in related work
were not available, the benchmark algorithms were not carefully optimized. Therefore,
the results should only be taken as baseline comparisons to facilitate the evaluation of the
proposed method. Table 3.4 summarizes the performances of different systems. A was
the proposed method without recognition confidence verification, B was A plus
recognition confidence, C used the proposed hybrid approach, D used a top-down and
bottom-up combination with RGB color quantization based on (Fujisawa et al., 1999), E
used binary edge image to locate character-like components and identify them according
to colors and locations (Suen and Wang, 1997), and F was a texture-based algorithm that
adopted an NN to analyze the textural properties of the texts, followed by a CC analysis
to detect the boundary (Li et al., 2000). The database I consisted of 60 images (of
640×480 pixels) containing pure Chinese characters. Database II were 48 images (of
various sizes) randomly selected from the ICDAR2003 testing database, which were all
of English letters. Because method D and F could not give character-level accuracy of the
text blocks, a meditative measure was used to make the result comparable, as defined:
# missed pixels
,
(3-3)
FRR =
# pixels of ground truth
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and

# false alarm pixels .
(3-4)
# pixels of ground truth
Pixels in the gaps between characters were exclusive for character-level detection but
included in other methods. Because the tested methods were implemented in different
software platforms, the average processing time (in seconds) per image only reflected a
rough estimation of the complexity.
FAR =

Table 3.4. Performance of various systems
Methods
A
B
C
D
E
F

FRR
6.6
6.4
5.3
10.5
18.2
7.0

Database I
FAR
5.1
4.2
2.2
23.7
19.7
12.6

Avg. time
0.37
0.79
2.8
4.8
0.26
9.5

FRR
47.8
50.2
42.3
59.1
61.6
44.7

Database II
FAR
Avg. time
33.2
2.9
26.7
3.8
20.2
5.6
62.4
10.3
69.1
0.91
79.5
24.2

Because the criteria presented by (3-3) and (3-4) is different from character-level
measurement, and might not be suitable for all algorithms, the results only have relative
confidence. It was noted that our approaches achieved better result for the test in
Database I which only contains Chinese characters because our training set had similar
property. Using recognition confidence got a bit higher FRR for Database II because our
OCR performance for English letters was not good. Using AdaBoost for texture
classification achieved best results for both databases, esp. for lowest FAR. Our method
outperformed D and E because we adopted more comprehensive approaches for color
decomposition and text verification. F had similar FRR but higher FAR, partially because
the non-text samples used for training in the experiment were not carefully selected. D
performed fastest because it only used edge information for CC analysis.
As for the current state of the art, even though a large number of algorithms have
been proposed in the literature, no single method can provide satisfactory performance in
all the applications due to the large variations in character font, size, texture, color, etc,
referred to (Jung et al., 2004) for an excellent survey.
There are several information sources for text information extraction in images, e.g.,
color, texture, motion, shape, geometry, etc. It is advantageous to merge various
information sources to enhance the performance of a text information extraction system.
It is, however, not clear as to how to integrate the outputs of several approaches. In other
words, most of the integration methods still followed the hybrid approach proposed in
this chapter, or had some minor variations, e.g., the sequence of integration.
Another issue is that there is a clear need for a public domain and representative test
database for objective benchmarking. The lack of a public test set makes it difficult to
compare the performances of competing algorithms, and creates difficulties when
merging several approaches.
Very little work had been done on scene text comparing with caption text in video.
Besides text localization, the final text reading performance, i.e., taking count of the OCR
result, will be more important for performance evaluation. In this sense, the current
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measure, either in character level or pixel level, may not reflect the overall performance
of the text information extraction system.
Recent work intended to get improvement through the following ways. At first,
texture-based approach had attracted much attention because it uses common features that
text regions would have. Strong texture classifiers were designed, e.g., using SVM (Kim
et al., 2003) and AdaBoost (Chen and Yuille, 2004). In (Kim et al., 2003), a CAMSHIFT
search algorithm was adopted to locate the text regions based on the output of the texture
classifier. In (Chen and Yuille, 2004), the authors put many efforts on selecting the
features used for constructing the weak learners. Another attempt was to find more robust
stoke filters that were elaborately designed based on local region analysis (Liu et al.,
2006). The third concern was to try to find optimal integration of the outputs of different
approaches. Comparing with the state of the art, our method used the CC-based approach
before texture-based verification, which would be faster than the popular integration
using the opposite order, and can provided character-level accuracy of the localization
result. We also carried out a preliminary attempt to use AdaBoost for texture
classification, though more elaborate work had been performed parallel.

3.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter we have addressed the problem of text extraction from complex scene
background in camera images. Our aim is to find a generalized solution that can be
adaptive to various use cases. Due to the complexity of both text and non-text samples, it
is very difficult to construct a simple model to deal with the categorization.
From application point of view, the existing methods for text extraction can be
classified into two categories: text detection with specific preconditions and text detection
without any limitation. From the technical point of view, there can be also two typical
categories: region-based approach and texture-based approach. All the current systems
which have been implemented for commercial purposes, e.g., car plate detection, utilized
much application-dependent knowledge to achieve good performance. On the contrary,
non-restricted methods usually get poor results in an uncontrolled environment.
We introduced a multi-group decomposition scheme to deal with the variations of
illumination, shadows and complex background, based on which text candidates can be
extracted using connected-component analysis. A set of heuristics inspired by the
geometrical property and recognition confidence of candidate regions were applied to
identify true character-like regions from those candidates.
Texture-based verification algorithm for final decision was also proposed, which was
the incremental work after Publication 1 and 2. AdaBoost learning method was
introduced to combine a set of weak classifiers for constructing a stronger hypothesis.
The hybrid scheme which integrates heuristics and probabilistic verification approaches
achieved desirable performance in our experiments.
Although the proposed scheme was tend to give a uniform solution for text extraction
problem, it was still more or less benefited from specific assumptions of the applications.
To devise an indeed universal method is always a tough but attracting task. And it should
be kept in mind that the details of implementation might be as important as the basic
principle, for real applications.
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Chapter 4

Bar Code Reading
Bar codes are being widely used in many fields for applications of great commercial
value. By encoding a series of characters or symbols, bar codes are able to both carry
explicit information and a database key. Nowadays, The availability of imaging phones
provides people a mobile platform for decoding bar code rather than the use of the
conventional scanner which is lack of mobility.
However, the short-distance capture of bar codes using an imaging phone inevitably
makes bar code images blurred; meanwhile, these images are contaminated heavily with
noises. Hence, it is a challenge for automatic bar code reading by imaging phones in such
applications.

4.1 Bar code detection and segmentation
4.1.1

Brief view of bar codes

Simple 1D bar codes are just sequence of parallel light and dark stripes printed into
background material. If the background is light enough only dark stripes i.e. bars have to
be printed. Of course the same hold for dark backgrounds, when only light spaces are
printed. The information included in bar code is coded to widths of the stripes or elements,
where element is either one bar or space. Each element is formed from modules, which
are the basic structures of bar codes. Usually the narrowest element contains one module.
The wider elements are formed from several modules. Quite a lot of international 1D bar
code standards had been introduced in the past half century, e.g., EAN-13 (Link-a),
ISBNCode, UPC, Code128, etc., which are being used in department stores, factories,
mail distribution centers, and banks.
2D bar codes were designed to carry significantly more data with higher information
density and robustness than its 1D counterpart. There are two types of 2D bar code
standards: stacked codes and matrix codes. A stacked bar code simply aligns multiple 1D
bar codes in some specific combinations and put them together to form a larger “2D”
code format. Comparing with stacked bar codes, the matrix types of 2-D bar codes have
higher density because they indeed utilize two dimensional information rather than just
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stack rows of 1-D bar codes. The problem brought by matrix is that it can not be decoded
by linear scans with traditional linear scanners.

1D bar code
example

Multiple bar
code layout

(EAN-13)

2D code with
stacked bar codes
(stacked code
type)

2D code (matrix
code type)

Figure 4.1. From 1D bar codes to 2D bar codes.

4.1.2

Bar code detection

Unlike scanning with traditional linear scanner that directly captures the waveform of the
bar code, the image obtained by the phone camera may contains background objects other
than the desired bar code. The purpose of bar code detection is to locate the bar code area
so that its following processing can be carried out.
Any 1D bar code is composed of parallel and adjacent bars and spaces, which are
horizontally aligned. Therefore the bar code region should be obviously dominated with
vertical textures. Based on the knowledge, approaches of texture analysis are devised for
detecting the bar code regions from their background. Jain and Chen utilized
multichannel Cabor filtering technique to locate bar codes on plannar and curved surfaces
(Jain and Chen, 1993), in which both unsupervised and supervised methods are proposed.
In the unsupervised method, two highest radial frequencies and four orientations are used.
The normalized pattern vectors after filtering are clustered into k grouped regions based
on a squared-error clustering algorithm. And the bar code region in the segmented image
is identified using the following heuristic: perform the connected component analysis,
and remove all “small” or “large” connected components. Another heuristic, based on the
aspect ratio, can also be used if more than one connected component survives the size
heuristic. The supervised method uses a one-layer feedforward neural network to perform
the 2-class classification, where rotation invariant features are selected as input vectors of
the classifier. Muniz et al. used Hough-transform to locate and read bar codes that has the
advantage of noise-insensitivity (Muniz et al., 1999). The problem of their approach is
computational complexity, especially when the bar code contains many bars and spaces.
Ando and Hontani proposed a method of feature extraction after categorization and
projection for edges, ridges, corners and vertices, and extended the method to regionbased image analysis with closely spaced features like bar codes (Ando and Hontani,
2001). The consequent application is to extract and read bar codes in 3-D scene. The first
step is categorization of local image segments into unidirectional variation (UNIVAR),
omnidirectionall variation (OMNIVAR), and no variation (NOVAR). The second step is
devoted to detailed analysis along the informative axis of UNIVAR and OMNIVAR to
localize edge/ridge and peak/corner/vertex, respectively. A bar code region can be
represented as:

4.1 Bar code detection and segmentation
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1). It is a global UNIVAR with a parallelogram shape (definition by region).
2). Opposing two sides of it are UNIVAR-NOVAR boundary and other two sides are
UNIVAR-OMNIVAR boundary (definition by boundary).
Figure 4.2 illustrates the bar code region definition in the work of Ando and Hontani
(Ando and Hontani, 2001).

Figure 4.2. Distribution of UNIVAR/OMNIVAR/NOVAR around a barcode region.
Howlett et al. (Howlett et al., 1997) also proposed technique which locates bar codes
using a neural network. Two neural network paradigms, i.e., the Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP) and the Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks, are compared for use in their
application. As reported, the system is sensitive to edges and certain types of textured or
patterned surfaces, and the raised edge of an object sometimes gives raise to a misclassification.
Similar to 1D bar codes, texture information is the dominant characteristic to be used
for distinguishing the 2D bar code regions (both for stacked codes and matrix codes) from
the background. Normand and Gaudin (Normand and Gaudin, 1994) performed bar code
location directly in the spatial domain instead of using some frequential domains (Fourier,
Gabor, or Discrete Cosine Transforms, etc.). The diagram of their system is shown in
Figure 4.3. Four orientations have been considered: if the gradient along one of these
orientations is more than a threshold value, the corresponding pixel is kept in the binary
image of its maximum gradient. Thus, four binary images whose pixels are mutually
exclusive are obtained. The next step is down-sampling, which speeds up the processing
which follows, and furthermore filters the areas which do not have a high density of
pixels of the same orientation. Next, complementary oriented morphological filters are
applied to merge the blobs of pixels which are close together, and to eliminate the
isolated ones. Finally connected components are extracted and some geometrical tests are
performed to check the bar code consistence hypothesis (Gaudin et al., 1993).

Figure 4.3. Bar code location method (Normand and Gaudin, 1994).
Ouaviani et al. (Ouaviani et al., 1999) performed Region of Interest (ROI) detection
based on 3×3 Sobel masks, and locate the 2D bar code by initializing a set of candidate
points inside the possible bar code regions. Region growing modifies the boundary of the
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region and convex hull computation ensures the segmentation of the whole code pattern
even if it is not a connect one.
In our work of the thesis, a wavelet-based method is used to locate the 1D bar code
region from a bar code image, which is proved to be robust even for complex background
and blurred images. For 2D bar code location, we simply applied Hough transform to
detect a quadrilateral area that is full of edges. The advantage of using Hough transform
is that it is insensitive to noise, which is very common for the images captured by a
camera phone.

4.1.3

Bar code character segmentation

1D Bar code from any standard usually contains start character, mandatory check
character and stop character. The message that the bar code carries is located between
start and check character. The purpose of bar code character segmentation is to extract the
bar code information in symbol level, based on which the segmented characters will be
input to the classifiers and decoding can be completed. Actually character segmentation
and decoding can be performed at the same time if the quality of the input bar code image
is good enough. In this case, the widths of bars and spaces can be extracted accurately,
and a rule-based segmentation scheme is able to get all the character borders, meanwhile
the code of each character is also calculated with a simple matching algorithm. Most
existing work adopted this principle. However, for the blurred and noisy images captured
by camera phones, simply comparing the bar/space width with the theoretical module
width will not work in most situations. To solve this problem, we have to get the
waveform segments of the characters first, and devise more robust classifiers to recognize
each character as a whole signal, rather than decomposing the character further into bars
and spaces, because accurate positions of the borders between bars and spaces are
unavailable due to the blur. In our work we adopted an iterative algorithm to initialize and
adjust the character borders based on the bar code structure. Multiple segmentation
choices are given to the recognition engine, which later on determines the best candidate
and output the decoding result.
For 2D bar codes, usually there is not necessary or feasible to segment characters
before recognition is performed, mainly because the alignment pattern module placement
may be interlaced in order to increase the capability of error-tolerance, e.g., Data Matrix.
Instead, it is required to detect some specific patterns such as finder patterns, size
indicators, orientation indicators, etc., so that the decoding operation can be implemented
based on the obtained high-level information. Because these patterns should be designed
for easy detection, normally it is not difficult to extract them after the bar code region is
located.

4.2 1D bar code recognition
A 1D bar code can be interpreted as a waveform sampling along the code axis. An
intuitive method to decode the bar code is to use edge information (Uusikyla, 2000),
which is based on the detection of zero crossings of the second derivatives (ZC2).
Derivative operator emphasizes high frequency components of the signal, and that is
why edge detection methods based on derivatives are very sensitive to noise. Using
thresholding or lowpass filter the effects of noise can be reduced and the real edge can be
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distinguished from the false ones in some senses. Noise removal from bar code signal is
more difficult than from most other signals, because non-blurred signal contains very
high frequency components in which the noise is having. Lowpass filtering blurs the bar
code edges and sometimes some of the edges may even disappear. An extreme condition
is that the number of detected ZC2s is less than the real number of edges because of the
blurring introduced by short-distance capture with camera phones, which make the edgebased algorithm impossible to recognize the bar code. Another difficulty comes from the
non-uniform property of some input bar code images, in which part of the bar code is
comparatively clear but other parts may be blurred, possibly because hand shakings
during the imaging stage. A single filtering can not adapt to the complexity in this case.

Figure 4.4. Edge detection using derivative operators. In (a) a single slightly blurred pulse
is presented. From (b) it can be seen that the edges of the pulse are clearly visible in first
derivative signal. To locate the exact locations of the edges, i.e. the extremum points of
the 1st derivative, zero crossings of the 2nd derivative can be used.
Peaks contain slightly less information than edges but are preferred over edges
because of their tolerance to convolution distortion (Joseph and Pavlidis, 1994). Ideally,
all the peak locations and at least one edge location are required to reconstruct all the
edge locations. Joseph and Pavlidis proposed an approach to use waveform peaks as a
new feature that is more resistant to the blurring process (Joseph and Pavlidis, 1994). In
addition, an estimate of the standard deviation of the blurring kernel is used to perform
minor deblurring of the waveform. Statistical pattern recognition is used to classify the
peaks as bar code characters. The noise tolerance of this recognition algorithm is
increased by using an adaptive, histogram-based technique to remove the noise. The
reported maximum blurring factor value of this approach is almost equal to the width of
the unit stripe. One problem of this method comes from the Gaussian hypothesis of the
blurring kernel, whereas in real conditions the blurring model may not be a Gaussian and
even not symmetrical in different directions.
Most edge detection and blur reversing algorithms work well if the blurring is small
relative to the unit stripe. Performance is then limited primarily by signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Nevertheless, as relative blurring increase, reading errors occur in conventional
readers that are independent of SNR. Increased signal does not, in these cases, reduce
errors. In practice, it is difficult to estimate directly the blur factor. Turin and Boie (Turin
and Boie, 1998) proposed to estimate the signal parameters indirectly by fitting the
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distorted signal to its model. By using the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between
the signals, they developed a deterministic EM algorithm for solving nonlinear inverse
problems and applied this algorithm to estimating the signal parameters. The algorithm is
iterative, and it monotonically decreases the KLD. As a byproduct of the algorithm the
blur factor and the pulse width of the signal are also estimated. The EM algorithm shows
promise for extending the performance of bar code readers.
Shellhammer et al. (Shellhammer et al., 1999) proposed a cost-effective system to
perform bar code reading, which is based on selective sampling scheme. The principle of
their approach is to sample the edge information with both the time and the strength in
order to control the cost of the edge detection circuit. In addition, the edge-enhancement
filter helps to control the overshoot or undershoot effect. This solution is devised for the
laser beam scanner, for which the distortion model may differ from that of the sampling
with optical cameras.
We aim to provide a general 1D bar code reading solution for camera devices
ranging from low-end to high-end. However, it is very difficult to robustly extract
accurate features such as edges or peaks of the bars and spaces from the bar code images
taken by a low-end camera phone.
In our work of this thesis, we proposed a statistical method which can analysis and
learn the natures of the contaminated bar code symbols so that the trained classifiers are
able to discriminate different code patterns by extracting their statistical features. In this
way, it is not necessary to rely on the accurate extraction of the edge or peak locations of
bar code waveforms, which is even unavailable in extreme cases.
Input bar code
image

Bar code area
location

Sample
collection

Statistical
training

Off-line training

Character
segmentation

Statistical
recognition
Feature
extraction
matrix and
classes’
reference
vectors

Decoding
result

On-line recognition

Figure 4.5. Diagram of the 1D bar code decoding system.
The proposed scheme is described in Figure 4.5. First, the bar code area in the image
is located using a wavelet-based method. Then a rule-based segmentation algorithm is
applied to extract bar code characters from the original waveform. The marked divisions,
namely, the waveforms of the bar code characters, are input to the decoding block. After
post-processing, the final code is output. In the statistical training line, samples
(segmented waveforms of characters) of each code pattern are input to the training block
and supervised learning is performed, based on the modified Generalized Learning
Vector Quantization (GLVQ) method (Fukumoto et al., 2000). The output of the training
block is a feature extraction matrix and class reference vectors, which are used in the online statistical recognition procedure. The initial feature extraction matrix and reference
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vectors are given by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and K-means clustering
method respectively. To keep generality, a widely used 1D bar code standard, EAN-13, is
chosen for our experiment. The system achieved desirable performance running both in
Nokia 7650 and Nokia 3650 camera phones.

4.3 2D bar code design and decoding
The traditional one-dimensional bar codes have an apparent shortness in terms of
information density (Pavlidis et al., 1992; Joseph et al., 1990). The vertical dimension
does not carry any information but only provides a redundancy that is especially
convenient for decoding by handset laser scanner when the user is not careful about the
orientation and registration bounds. Nowadays more and more applications require a
much longer bar code to encoding larger amount of information tips such as the price,
product name, manufacturer, functionality, and expiration date of a product. Therefore the
2D bar codes were designed to carry significantly more data than its 1D counterpart.
An area scanner, such as a charge coupled device (CCD) scanner, is generally used in
industries to scan a 2D bar code. The emergence of camera phones is changing the
current status, as for 1D bar code reading, too.
More than thirty 2D bar codes have been invented or redesigned since the first true
2D bar code, Code 49, was introduced nearly twenty years ago (Pavlidis et al., 1992) and
a certain amount of research on 2D codes has been conducted. Combining with camera
phones, however, questions concerning the performance of decoding issues come out: are
the existing 2D bar codes suitable for scanning by the mobile phones? If yes, which one
is the best choice? If no, is it necessary to design a new 2D bar code tailored for the
mobile phones or even establish a standard of that?
H. Kato and her colleagues have put their efforts on the criteria for a 2D bar code
used for a camera equipped mobile phone and identified factors that require certain
attributes of the 2D bar code (Kato and Tan, 2005):
1. Use of mobile phone for image processing;
2. Being adapted to the nature of objects, such as robust error correction due to bar
code damage;
3. Applications that are commonly offered for end users with a camera phone;
4. Multi-language encoding capability.
From the technical point of view, however, the requirements should be reviewed in a
hierarchical perspective: low-level encoding deals with fundamental features such as bar
code shape, orientation, and module characteristics that can directly affect image
processing and low-level decoding, i.e., to identify each module with black and white (or
even with grayscale or color if such information has been used); whereas those features
related to applications, error correction, language, and additional aspects should be
carried out by the high-level encoding. Therefore the design or selection of the 2D code
for camera phones should focus on image processing requirements that are the main
issues and special problems introduced by the phone camera whose imaging quality
might not always be satisfactory for decoding of a high density 2D bar code.
Comparing with matrix code, stacked codes such as Code 49 and PDF417 do not
fully utilized the two dimensional capacity so that they have relative lower information
density than the matrix codes. To take full advantage of 2D information, we prefer matrix
codes as the basis for 2D bar code design. Although a visual code can be of any shape –
square, rectangle, circle, triangle, and whatever, it is easy to be recognized that pixel
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efficiency will restrict the choices of code shapes. Example of non-efficient use is ”Data
Glyphs”, which needs terrible amounts of resolution to represent a single bit, although
data glyphs can be hidden into pictures quite well, and be scanned with a high resolution
scanner (Link-b). The problem is that data glyphs use diagonal stripes to represent bits (as
shown in Figure 4.6a) – and we need to read these through bitmap data. Thus square and
rectangle are preferable rather than circle and triangle or any other non-regular shapes.
There are also different alternatives related to using colors in visual codes: colored codes
(as shown in Figure 4.6b), monochrome code, and grayscale codes. After considering
different media types that are used for keeping the code, colors and grayscale are not
suggested to be used so that it can give support for wider media range that can bear the
visual code and allows faxing and photocopying visual codes without losing readability.
In addition, image capture by the phone camera in a variety of lighting conditions may
not retain enough discriminate information of color and grayscale. Finally, scalability is
an optional requirement that could support the future use of more powerful cameras by
applying multi-layer data encoding and multi-resolution module alignment (as shown in
Figure 4.6c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6. Example pictures of (a) Data Glyphs, (b) colored code, (c) layering data
technique (using bigger cells and sub cells).
Many existing 2D bar codes, e.g., Data Matrix, QR Code, satisfied the criteria
described above. The motivation of designing new codes mainly comes from the
commercial value, i.e., the issues related to intelligent property rights. In addition, a
simple solution that minimizes the cost of information header (code finder, size indicator,
orientation indicator, error correction, etc.) is still helpful and attracts attention of
research. In our work of the thesis, a simple 2D bar code design was proposed which has
simple but effective indications and module placement for easy decoding. A patent
application regarding this code design has been submitted.
Similar to the case of 1D bar codes, the decoding performance of 2D bar codes will
be degraded mainly because of the poor quality of input images caused by short-distance
capture using mobile phone cameras. Even if the module size of 2D bar codes is usually a
bit larger than the 1D counterpart, the layout of the codes is spanned in two dimensions,
which will be very sensitive to the geometrical distortion and blurring, and the decoding
error can be transmitted to neighborhoods in both directions.
Ouaviani et al. (Ouaviani et al., 1999) meshed, resampled and binarized the 2D bar
codes to compute the bit pattern. However, a direct binarization does not work if the
image is too blurred and the mesh method will be damaged when there is nonlinear
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distortion for which simple linear transformation helps little. Figure 4.7 gives an example
of binarization result, which is difficult to be used for decoding directly.

binarization

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7. Binarization of 2D bar code.
Few attempts have been conducted to deal with 2D bar code decoding from poor
quality images. An intuitive solution is to migrate the methods of 1D bar code reading
and extend them for the 2D case. Three problems need to be addressed: first, the
sampling scheme should be carefully considered because there are often nonlinear
distortions such as barrel or pincushion distortion caused by the lens of the phone camera
when the lens is moved very close to the target which is out of the focus range; second,
deblurring is a necessary task since it is almost impossible for the user to capture clear
image of the 2D bar code whose physical size is quite small; third, the parameters of
decoding process should be adaptive to variations because the behaviors of users during
the photo capture are different and not easy to be predicted so that the input images can
vary a lot.
We proposed an integrated framework in this thesis to deal with the complexity of
2D bar code reading with camera phones. As illustrated in Figure 4.8, the code image is
scanned using Bi-directional centripetal run-length (BCRL) method, where a mixed
model is applied to perform decoding bit by bit, and an iteration ensures the adaptability
to variations of input. In order to enhance the tolerance of high order distortion, grid
vibration method is introduced to compensate the effect of non-linear distortion. The
principle of the grid vibration is to shift the sampling position of each module by so
called elastic matching approach. An efficient deblur approach is also introduced before
decoding, which is based on the simulation of the blurring model for the phone camera
and the estimation of blurring factors.
Input 2D code image

2D code segmentation

Pre-processing

Code size detection
‘Enhanced’-processing
Deblur
(PSF estimation)

Grid vibration
(distortion
compensation)

Bi-directional centripetal
run-length decoding

Figure 4.8 Framework of 2D bar code decoding method
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4.4 Chapter summary
Bar code reading solution is a typical application-driven technique and the research
interests are mainly impulsed by the limitations of optical equipments, i.e., the cameras
integrated with mobile devices. Comparing with traditional usage of laser or CCD
scanners, the images of bar codes taken by a phone camera are relatively poor, say, the
resolution of the images is limited, the quality of the images is low since the bar code in
the image is blurred and deformed caused by the too short distance photo-capture and
perspective.
In this chapter we have reviewed existing work on 1D and 2D bar codes location,
segmentation, and decoding. Bar code location algorithms utilize the texture
characteristic that bar code regions are dominated by parallel bars and spaces (1D bar
codes or 2D stacked codes) or well aligned black and white cells (2D matrix codes).
Character segmentation is needed for 1D bar code reading when the input images are very
blurred and extraction of edges is not robust. Because existing work did not use a low-end
camera phone as an input device for bar code decoding, there are few comparable or
referenced systems that can be directly applied in our work.
Our contribution was to propose an integrated framework both for 1D and 2D bar
codes reading. Heuristics such as texture analyzers, edge detectors, are employed for bar
code region location. Statistical training is introduced into the decoding stage, which can
learn the distortion model and meanwhile estimate the suitable parameters for recognition
and deblurring. We proposed the first system that recognized 1D barcode in character
level using statistical approach comparing with the previous systems that can only
perform in the single bar/space level.
Prior work had limitation in dealing with the maximum blurring factor value that is
almost equal to the width of the unit stripe (Joseph and Pavlidis, 1994; Turin and Boie,
1998). And this is derived from a Gaussian hypothesis of the blurring kernel, whereas in
real conditions the blurring model may not be a Gaussian and even not symmetrical in
different directions. Another concern comes from the resolution of the phone camera. In
our training and test database, the maximum width of a unit stripe is about 4.5 pixels,
which may introduce non-trivial quantization error if traditional algorithms are applied.
And in this case, the noise effect must be addressed.
We used EAN-13 and a self-designed code* for 1D and 2D bar code reading
performance testing respectively. The actual blurring factor is larger than the width of the
unit stripe. The experimental results proved the efficiency and effectiveness of our system.

_________________
* Design of the 2D

code leads to a pending patent with US2007013767 (A1) and WO2007006385.

Chapter 5

Facial Image Processing and
Expressional Manipulation
Faces are the most common objects that people observe everyday and play a key role in
human communication. Therefore automatic facial image processing including face
detection, facial feature extraction, face caricature, face recognition, and facial expression
understanding, etc., has attracted much attention in the past decades. Because there are a
lot of concrete applications driven by face images, research in this field will still stimulate
people’s interests in many sub-areas.

5.1 Face detection and facial feature extraction
Face detection and facial feature extraction play a very important role in many
applications such as face recognition, human-machine interaction, and emotion
understanding, etc. This section intends to give a review of those schemes that try to
automatically find the facial feature regions or locate the accurate positions of the facial
features and represent them with effective algorithms.
The methods of automatic extraction of facial features can be classified by their
usage of three types of information: template matching, intensity and geometrical features
(Ryu and Oh, 2001). In general, template matching requires many templates to
accommodate varying pose whereas the intensity method requires good lighting
conditions. Geometrical features utilize the information that a human face is always
consist of several facial features with fixed geometrical relationship. Yet how to initialize
the structure and evaluate the correction of the facial features under the structure is not
very easy.
Here we classify the algorithms of facial feature detection into three typical
categories: i) knowledge- based methods, including geometrical model, intensity
correlation, which require much pre-knowledge about the skeleton structure of a human
face; ii) the methods which utilize energy function judgment, give the determination by
diverse forms of cost functions of some local facial parts or the entire combination of
them, e.g., the templates of facial features, the corner or contrast models, and Hough
transform; iii)
algorithms using statistical features, which are mostly like an
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computational approach to measure the similarities between the detected facial features
and the training features, where structural information is not explicit.

5.1.1

Knowledge-based methods

Heuristic methods are based on human knowledge but not the knowledge learned by
machine itself. Human intuition can help to go into the problem more rapidly, however,
bias is inevitably introduced at the same time. In general, those knowledge-based
methods are easy to use, but it should be kept in mind that to extend the methods to other
conditions with a theoretical framework is always required to achieve good generalization.
Jeng, et al. (Jeng et al., 1998) proposed an approach to detect facial features by using
a geometrical face model constructed according to the relative geometrical relation
among facial organs on a face. The basic idea is to remove small light details and to
enhance the contrast with a preprocessing step, and then the processed image will be
thresholded to produce a sketch-like binary image which preserves most of the important
information including facial features. Afterwards a labeling step and a grouping algorithm
will be used to group detected features block by block. These feature blocks are regarded
as facial feature candidates. A geometrical face model shown in Figure 5.1 is used to
check the candidates based on the distances defined in the model and a set of evaluation
functions. The geometrical face model is constructed according to the real proportion
between each facial organ.

Figure 5.1. Geometrical face model (Jeng et al., 1998).
In (Wong et al., 2001), facial feature extraction based on the symmetrical
measurement and projection minimum follows a face detection step which utilizes a
genetic algorithm to search for possible face regions in an image and the eigenface
technique to determine the fitness of the regions. Their method for detecting and
extracting the facial features in a gray-level image is divided into two stages. Firstly, the
possible human eye regions are detected by testing all the valley regions in an image. A
pair of eye candidates is selected by means of the genetic algorithm to form a possible
face candidate. The fitness value of each candidate is measured based on its projection on
the eigenfaces. In order to improve the level of detection reliability, each possible face
region is normalized for illumination; the shirring effect, when the head is tilted, is also
considered as well. After a number of iterations, all the face candidates with a high fitness
value are selected for further verification. At this stage, the face symmetry is measured
and the existence of the different facial features is determined by evaluating the
topographic relief of the normalized face regions. The facial features extracted include the
eyebrow, the iris, the nostril, and the mouth corner.
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In (Zhang and Lenders, 2000) the authors first use a typical histogram of face image
to fast locate the face region where they suppose that there is only one face in the image.
Then by analyzing the binary image obtained in the previous step, they locate the hair
region, and the rough eye region that is enclosed in the hair region based on some
conditions such as symmetry, parallel, and relative positions. In the next stage, they
propose a knowledge-based edge detection, which includes iris locating, top and bottom
points locating, upper eyelid edge detection, eye corner detection and lower eyelid
detection, in the extracted eye region. One possible problem in their method is that the
eye region might not be detected if the eyes or eyebrows are connected with the hair after
binarization.
Huang, et al. (Huang and Mariana, 2000) proposed a structure model, which is a
simplified version of geometrical face model, for face detection and precise eyes location.
Figure 5.2 shows the two possible sub-structures for eyes region and local minimum
feature for mouth area. All the relationship among the substructures should satisfy certain
geometric conditions.

Figure 5.2. Sub-structures model.

5.1.2

Energy functions

In the geometrical face model proposed in (Jeng et al., 1998), they had used so called
evaluation functions to determine the fitness of the facial feature candidates. Methods that
use the energy functions to compute the cost values of the possible facial features have a
common sense: they all define some forms of metrics which measure the fitness of one or
more facial features and the final judgment is based on the cost values. However, they
differ from the basis by which the cost functions are established and the combination of
those functions with other useful information. Previous knowledge is certainly very
important to give the computational judgment.
Lau et al. proposed an energy function which is the sum of seven weighted terms for
facial feature extraction (Lau et al., 2001). By allocating different values for the
weighting factors, the function can extract different fiducial points. The algorithm begins
by detecting the location of both irises as they are the most salient features on a face. The
iris search region is defined as 2/5 height of the face and the seven terms of the energy
function include central weighting function, mean crossing function, intensity function,
edge response function, light spot function, eye white function, and eye space function.
Search regions of fiducial points and the weighting factors are very important for feature
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extraction. However, from the paper, it is not clear how to choose the weighting factors
except for empirical determination.
Perez, et al. (Perez et al., 2001) proposed a method for eye tracking with five stages:
coarse and fine face detection, eye region initialization with maximum probability, map
of the pupil location and pupil detection. The last stage uses line integral within and
outside the pupil, which makes a form of cost function. It supposed that the pupil is dark
and circular surrounded by a lighter area, which is not always satisfied in real cases.
Huang and Mariana proposed a scheme which detects precise location of eyes mainly
based on Hough-transform, contour correlation, and region homogeneity (Huang and
Mariana, 2000). A set of judgment functions are built to measure these three properties
and select the best center and circle of the iris. This scheme requires that the eye is open
and the edge can be clearly detected. The definition of the cost functions and the
thresholds is based on prior knowledge and empirical adjustment.
Kawaguchi, et al., proposed an algorithm to detect the irises of both eyes from a
human face in an intensity image with three stages (Kawaguchi, 2000; Rizon, 2000): first,
intensity valleys, which they called as blobs, are extracted as the candidates for the irises;
then for each pair of blobs, the algorithm computes a cost using Hough transform and
reparability filter to measure the fit of the pair of blobs to the image; finally, the pair of
blobs with smallest cost are selected as the irises. In their algorithm, a set of templates are
defined for detection of blobs, calculation of costs and selection of the best pair of blobs,
respectively as shown in Figure 5.3. As they mentioned in the paper, the templates they
used are not sensitive to the variation of the face size and orientation.

Figure 5.3. Templates used for iris detection.
In Lam and Li's paper, corners are selected as a salient feature to locate eyes in a
head-shoulder image (Lam and Li, 1998). An earlier paper of Lam and Yan (Lam and
Yan, 1996) also proposed the corner-based approach to detect eyes and gave a scheme to
represent the shape of the extracted eyes based on snakes and deformable templates,
which uses some new energy terms different to snakes. The eyes model they used is
shown in Figure. 5.4. The model classifies the corners of an eye into one of six categories.
After detecting the reliable corners, pairs of irises are grouped by using Gabor wavelet
which extracts the low-level features at the candidate positions of irises. In order to verify
the eye region, an eye-pair template is used which is obtained by averaging a number of
eye regions with defined resolution. The difference between the eye region candidate and
the eye template is measured as well as the symmetry of the possible eye region. A linear
combination of the two measurements is used as the final cost and the region with lowest
value is chosen as the final target.
There are some open questions have to be considered for the energy-function-based
methods. For example, how should parameterization, such as threshold setting be
implemented? How should a set of cost functions be combined to achieve best
performance? And can we ensure that those functions work well if environment such as
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illumination changes? Prior knowledge plays a key role here, but general solution is still
desired.

Figure 5.4. Eyes model and corners.

5.1.3

Statistical approaches

Statistical features are widely used in pattern analysis because they can in most cases be
extracted more stably than structural information. Another advantage of the statistical
algorithms is that they usually do not require much prior knowledge about the
geometrical information of the facial features which is very important in the knowledgebased schemes. The statistical category includes many algorithms and feature extractors
such as eigenfeatures (Xue et al., 2001), Gabor (Smeraldi and Bigun, 1998), Wavelet
(Kim, 2004), ICA (Choi and Takaya, 2001), genetic algorithm (GA) (Lin and Wu, 1999) ,
support vector machines (SVM) (Osuna et al., 1997), boosting (Ma et al., 2004) and
neural networks (Yeasin, 2000).
The principle of eigenface method for face detection and eigenfeature method for
facial feature detection is based on Primary Component Analysis (PCA). Because the
facial features such as eyes and mouth are distinctive in nature compared to other regions
of the face, the general shape and texture of the eyes and mouth reside within a certain
range of the space spanned by the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues describing their
shapes and textures. This important property leads to a facial feature detector that not
only uses a relatively small number of training samples, but also lends themselves to
robustness against pose variations. Similarly, a face region can be well reconstructed by
eigenfaces, whereas a non-face region normally does not have this property.
Some fast search approaches have been developed based on statistical features.
Although the results are not guaranteed to be global optima, GA can solve the most
troublesome task of template matching with acceptable speed. In (Lin and Wu, 1999),
they used GA for the second stage of feature extraction. It follows from the experiment
that the computational cost in the second stage feature extraction is largely reduced when
the search range is large. In (Yen, 2002) the authors applied the edge density distribution
of the image. In the preprocessing stage a face is approximated to an ellipse, and GA is
applied to search for the best ellipse region matched.
Smeraldi and Bigun (Smeraldi and Bigun, 1998) proposed a saccadic exploration
scheme of the Gabor decomposition. The human eye explores a visual scene by
performing a sequence of large “jumps”, know as saccades, between the different points
of interest. The proposed approach in their work is an attention-driven search based on a
model of saccadic gaze movements. The algorithm is built around a sparse log-polar
retinotropic grid. The Gabor decomposition is computed only on the points of the grid, so
that the computational effort is greatly reduced. For the application of eye detection, a
local appearance-based description of the search target (the eyes) is constructed by
averaging the Gabor response from the center of the eyes of the persons in the training set.
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Standard AdaBoost learns a “strong classifier” by combining a set of “weak
classifiers” using a set of weights, where the selection of features and weights are learned
through supervised training off-line. In (Ma et al., 2004), AdaBoost is used to learn
conditional probability distributions of the pattern being eye or eye-pair. In practice, the
conditional probabilities are extremely small for most parts of a face area where eyes do
not appear.
Neural networks, an effective tool for learning examples and training the classifier,
had been used by many researchers to extract facial features. The diversity is due to the
variation of the neural networks structure, the forms of the input and output, the methods
of training and evaluation, and the computational and storage abilities of the neural
networks.
Computers can perform excellent learning capability if human had taught them with
a suitable framework, i.e., the statistic architecture. Not so much prior knowledge is
necessary as used in the heuristic methods, only a set of basic observations are needed for
initialization. To get better performance with the statistical methods, the sample
collection and method of training should be very important, which also require human
interactions so that “pure” data-driven methods seldom work in practical cases.

5.1.4

Hybrid scheme

In fact most of the works presented above use hybrid architecture to implement facial
feature extraction. The problem we concern about is whether several local optimal
approaches will naturally produce a global optimal scheme. Unfortunately, a random
combination may lead to an unknown result, if the conditions are not strictly controlled.
However, facial features do have specific structure so that we certainly have some
intrinsic restrictions that could be used as the principle to construct a powerful framework
for facial feature extraction. Figure 5.5 illustrates the flowchart of face detection and
facial feature extraction proposed by this thesis. Face detection is performed with two
steps: first a coarse detection based on horizontal object extraction will detect face
candidates with pre-defined structural patterns, which is fast and easy to be implemented;
secondly the fine detection step is carried out which uses subspace method and AdaBoost
algorithm to verify the candidate regions. Afterwards accurate eye location is employed
based on the algorithm presented in (Ma et al., 2004), which gives the precise position of
the eye-pair. Finally Multi-Resolution Active Shape Model (MRASM) is applied (a
modified version based on (Efros and Leung, 2001)) to extract the facial features and
represent the shape of the features as well.
Most of the horizontal textures congregate around the organs such as eyebrows, eyes,
mouth and nostril. When the image is sub-sampled into low resolution, the character of
horizontal textures is more stable and prominent. Therefore, a multi-scale and multi-level
method is introduced to extract horizontal textures with different sizes and different
conditions of illumination. After getting the object image of horizontal textures, possible
pairs of eyes are searched by using three pre-defined templates and heuristic rules are
constructed based on the structure of facial features. In terms of a given pair of eyes, the
corresponding objects that represent nose, mouth, etc., are sought to get a face candidate.
Eigenface is used to verify the candidate faces that detected in the coarse detection
step. Suppose that the face vectors are modeled by a random vector x with a covariance
matrix
(5-1)
C = E[ xx T ] .
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Input image

Coarse detection
based on horizontal
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Accurate eye location
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Fiducial or
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Figure 5.5. Flowchart of face detection and facial feature extraction.
The eigenvetors associated with the first few largest eigenvalues are referred to
eigenfaces because they have face-like images. Specifically, suppose the eigenvectors of
C are u1 , u2 … un and are associated with eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥ λ n . Then
n

x = ∑ x i ui .

(5-2)

i =1

By selecting m that λi is small for i>m, reconstruction of x can be achieved by the
m eigenfaces
m

x ' = ∑ x i ui .

(5-3)

i =1

For verification of candidate faces, the similarity measurement of vector x and x '
can be applied because a non-face image lacks of facial structure and can not be
represented well by eigenfaces. Therefore, if the similarity is small, the candidate will be
rejected as non-face.

sim ( x , x ' ) < T , then to be rejected.

(5-4)

Because there is no explicit way to select parameter m and threshold T, and the
selection of eigenfaces according to eigenvalues in descending order may not lead to
optimal result, a training method based on AdaBoost which has been described in Chapter
3 is introduced. The positive set contains 2,057 face samples including different
illumination conditions, poses, and properties (e.g., wearing glasses or not) and the
negative set contains more than 16,000 non-face samples that mainly generated in the
coarse detection step. A set of weak classifiers are generated based on formula (5-4), and
the weights are trained according to AdaBoost algorithm (Figure 3.5). 219 images
captured by digital camera (with resolution 640×480) and camera phone (with resolution
320×240) that contain 413 faces totally are used for testing, and the reported face
detection rate is 93.7%, false acceptance rate is 3.6%.
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After face detection and eye location, we try to extract facial features and find the
way of interpreting the features with effective manners. A first popular shape model is
active contour model, or called snake, which is an energy-minimizing spline guided by
external constraint forces and influenced by image forces that pull it toward features such
as lines and edges (Cass et al., 1988). Snakes lock onto nearby edges, localizing them
accurately. In (Pardas, 2000), snakes are used to track the eyelids along a sequence,
which allows large motion of the eyes and rotation and zooming of the head. However,
the classical snakes deform to nearby edges without considering geometric structure,
whereas for extracting facial features point-correspondences that have anatomical
meaning are preferred. Some works (Shen, 2000; Chen, 2001; Yeasin, 2000; Park et al.,
2001) tried to use modified versions of snakes to adapt to practical applications.
Although snakes can be directly used for facial feature extractions, the prominent
geometric structure of human faces may not be well utilized. Instead, the active shape
model could be a more qualified candidate to perform the interpretation of faces.
Active Shape Model (ASM) is a statistical model of shape which is used to represent
objects in images (Cootes and Tailor, 2002; Huang et al., 2004). The shape of an object is
represented by a set of points, which are commonly in two or three dimensions. The
characteristic of ASM is that it allows to both analyze new shapes, and to synthesize
shapes similar to those in a training set. By analyzing the variations in shape over the
training set, ASM can mimic this variation using the shape constrains and find new
objects with similar shape in an image.
The shape variation of faces is modeled by

x = x + Φb ,

(5-5)

where Φ contains the t eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, and b is a
t dimensional vector defines a set of parameters of a deformable model. By varying the
elements of b we can vary the shape, x . The variance of the ith parameter, bi , across
the training set is given by the corresponding eigenvalue. By applying limits of the
parameter bi , we ensure that the shape generated is similar to those in the original
training set.
Thus an example of a model in an image is described by the shape parameters, b ,
combined with a transformation from the model co-ordinate frame to the image coordinate frame. Typically this will be a similarity transformation defining the position,
( X t , Yt ) , orientation, θ , and scale, s, of the model in the image.
The positions of the model points in the image, x , are then given by

x = T X t ,Yt , s ,θ ( x + Φb) ,

(5-6)

where the function T X ,Y , s ,θ performs a rotation by θ , a scaling by s and a translation by
t t

( X t , Yt ) .
Suppose now we wish to find the best pose and shape parameters to match a model
instance x to a new set of image points, Y . Minimizing the sum of square distances
between corresponding model an image points is equivalent to minimizing the expression

f =| Y − T X t ,Yt , s ,θ ( x + Φb) | 2 .
A simple iterative approach to achieving this is as follows:

(5-7)
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1. Initialize the shape parameters, b , to zero.
2. Generate the model instance x = x + Φb .
3. Find the pose parameters ( X t , Yt , s, θ ) which best map x to Y .
4. Invert the pose parameters and use to project Y into the model co-ordinate frame:
(5-8)
y = TX−t1,Yt , s ,θ (Y ) .
5. Project y into the tangent plane to x by scaling by 1 /( y ⋅ x ) .
6. Update the model parameters to match to y :

b = Φ T ( y − x) .

(5-9)

7. Apply constraints on b .
8. If not converged, return to step 2.
Convergence is declared when applying an iteration produces no significant change
in the pose or shape parameters. This approach usually converges in a few iterations.
ASM applies a simple method of modeling the structure which has been found to be
effective in many applications (though is not necessarily optimal). Essentially we sample
along the profiles normal to the boundaries in the training set, and build statistical models
of the grey-level structure, as shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. At each model point sample along a profile normal to the boundary.
Suppose for a given point we sample along a profile k pixels either side of the model
point in the ith training image. We have 2k+1 samples which can be put in a vector g i .
To reduce the effects of global intensity changes we sample the derivative along the
profile, rather than the absolute grey-level values. We then normalize the sample by
dividing through by the sum of absolute element values,

gi →

1
gi .
∑ j | g ij |

(5-10)

We repeat this for each training image, to get a set of normalized samples { g i } for
the given model point. We assume that these are distributed as a multivariate gaussian,
and estimate their mean g and covariance C g . This gives a statistical model for the
grey-level profile about the point. This is repeated for every model point, giving one
grey-level model for each point.
The quality of fit of a new sample, g s , to the model is given by

f ( g s ) = ( g s − g ) T C g−1 ( g s − g ) .

(5-11)
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This is the Mahalanobis distance of the sample from the model mean, and is linearly
related to the log of the probability that g s is drawn from the distribution. Minimising

f ( g s ) is equivalent to maximizing the probability that g s comes from the distribution.
During search we sample a profile m pixels either side of the current point (m>k). We
then test the quality of fit of the corresponding grey-level model at each of the 2(m - k)+1
possible positions along the sample as shown in Figure 5.7 and choose the one which
gives the best match (lowest value of f ( g s ) ).
This is repeated for every model point, giving a suggested new position for each
point. We then apply one iteration of the algorithm above to update the current pose and
shape parameters to best match the model to the new points.

Figure 5.7. Search along sampled profile to find best fit of grey-level model.
To deal with the high-curvature feature points such as the canthus and the corners of
the mouth, we modify the ASM algorithm to search for and match the high-curvature
feature points by estimating the Gaussian model of the 2D grey-level structure and
searching for these feature points in a 2D local region instead of along the 1D normal
direction.
Considering the time consumption of ASM, we also adopt a multi-resolution version
to speed up the convergence and improve the efficiency and robustness of the search
procedure. The MRASM search algorithm is as follows:
1. set L=Lmax.
2. While L≥0,
(a) Compute model point positions at level L;
(b) Search at ns points on profile either side each current point;
(c) Update pose and shape parameters;
(d) Return to 2(a) unless more than pclose (proportion of points found close) of the points are found close to the current
position, or Nmax (Maximum number of iterations at each level) iterations have been applied at this resolution;
(e) If L>0 the L→(L-1).
3. Final result is given by the parameters after convergence at level 0.

Figure 5.8. MRASM search algorithm.
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Figure 5.9 illustrates an example of facial feature extraction by ASM. The
initialization is based on the result of eye location which makes the searching
performance more efficient.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.9. Example of facial feature extraction and representation by ASM: (a) aligned
training set of facial features, (b) the first three modes of the model, (c) searching result.

5.2 Facial caricature
Facial image processing includes a series of applications that make funs and challenge the
capability of machine learning. Facial caricature system is one of good examples that
extracts the characteristics of human face and exaggerates those features to generate
impressive caricatures as an artist could draw (Koshimizu et al., 1999; Nishino et al.,
1999; Yamashita et al., 2000; Fujiwara, 2001).
Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2001) proposed a systematic solution of facial sketch generation
using non-parametric sampling, which is an example-based scheme under a statistical
framework. In the training phase, facial feature points are located in any input image,
based on which the average shape of all input sketches is defined as meanshape. A
geometric transformation is then defined to warp any input shape to the meanshape, and
prior probability distribution is estimated. At runtime, facial feature points extraction and
geometric transformation are also carried out to the input face to warp the shape to the
meanshape. Non-parametric sampling (Efros and Leung, 2001) is performed to obtain the
expected sketch image. Then the estimated probability distribution in the training stage is
applied to obtain the refined sketch based on the sketch model, at last inverse geometric
transformation is employed to get the final sketch.
In the work of this thesis, an image based drawing system is implemented for mobile
platform, which is mainly inspired by (Chen et al., 2001)but further introduces parametric
morphing algorithm to generate expressional effect and color processing to mimic
watercolor painting style [P5, P6].
The contour sketch process utilizes multiple colors to represent the depth of an edge,
and the sketch shape is directly generated based on the result of ASM search rather than
probability sampling based on the sketch model in (Chen et al., 2001), which is simple
but not loss of salient features. The morphing algorithm used in the system is based on
smooth affine transformation. A set of basic rules corresponding to different emotional
deforming parameters are defined and the affine transformation is carried out in several
facial feature regions. The advantage of the parametric morphing algorithm is its
simpleness and exaggeration effects, on the contrary, the non-parametric sampling costs
much time.
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Face detection
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Figure 5.10. Image-based drawing.

5.3 Expressional manipulation
There exist a number of applications for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) to make use
of automatic facial expression analysis. The main motivating principle for such
applications is to give the ability to computers to adapt to the people’s natural abilities
rather than vice versa (Lisetti and Schiano, 2000). Facial expressions can indeed be
considered as expressing communicative signals of intent, or expressing emotional inner
states, or even as emotion activators.
Expressional manipulation presented in this section consists of two topics: facial
expression recognition that analyses basic facial expressions and classify them into
several prototypic emotional states, and facial expression synthesis which normally
transforms an input face of an unknown person to one of the basic expressions.

5.3.1

Facial expression recognition

Development of an automatic facial expression analyzer has attracted great attention in
the recent decades, an excellent survey can be found in (Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2000a).
5.3.1.1

The state of the art

In general, three main steps can be distinguished in tackling the problem of automated
facial expression analysis. First, the face must be detected in a scene, which has been
discussed in the previous sections. Next is to devise mechanisms for extracting the facial
expression information from the observed facial image or image sequence. The final step
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is to define some set of categories, which we want to use for facial expression
classification or interpretation, and to devise the mechanism of categorization.
One of the fundamental issues about the facial expression analysis is the
representation of the visual information that an examined face might reveal. Some
experiments suggest that the visual properties of the face, regarding the information about
the shown facial expression, could be made clear by describing the movements of points
belonging to the facial features (eyebrows, eyes, and mouth, etc.) and then by analyzing
the relationships between those movements (Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2000a). Therefore
different attempts were carried out to define point-based visual properties of facial
expressions. Various analytic face representations yielded, in which the face is modeled
as a set of facial points or as a set of templates fitted to the facial features. In another
method called holistic approach, the face is represented as a whole unit such as a 3D
wire-frame with a mapped texture and a spatio-temporal model of facial image motion.
Hybrid approaches can be also applied, which typifies a combination of analytic and
holistic approaches where a set of facial points is usually used to determine an initial
position of a template that models the face.
After the face and its appearance have been perceived, the next step of an automated
expression analyzer is to identify the facial expression conveyed by the face. A
fundamental issue about the facial expression classification is to define a set of categories
we want to deal with. Facial expressions can be classified in various ways – in terms of
some prototypic expressions such as emotional expressions (anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, surprise), in terms of nonprototypic expressions such as “raised
brows”, or in terms of facial actions that cause an expression. The most known study on
facial activity is the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) (Ekman and Friesen, 1978).
FACS is designed for human observers to detect independent subtle changes in facial
appearance caused by contractions of the facial muscles. In a form of rules, FACS
provides a linguistic description of all possible, visually detectable facial changes in
terms of 44 so-called Action Units (AUs). Using these rules, a trained human FACS
coder decomposes a shown expression into the specific AUs that describe the expression.
The benefit of automatic FACS has triggered researchers to take different approaches in
tackling this problem.
Depending on the face model, a template-based or a feature-based method is applied
for facial expression data extraction. Template-based methods fit a holistic face model to
the input image or track it in the input image sequence. Feature-based methods localize
the features of an analytic face model. Table 5.1 lists the examples of the methods
utilized for facial expression information extraction.
Table 5.1. The methods for automatic facial expression data extraction
Method type
Description
Examples

Method type
Description
Examples

Template-based
Fit a holistic face model to the input image
Active Appearance Models (AAM) fitting (Edwards, 1998), labeled graph
fitting by elastic graph matching (Hong, 1998), Point Distribution Model
(PDM) fitting (Huang, 1997) , gradient-based optical flow (Yoneyama,
1997)
Feature-based
Localize the features of an analytic face model to the input image
Brightness distribution extraction along 13 vertical facial lines (Kobayashi,
1997) multiple feature detectors per facial feature (Pantic and Rothkrantz,
2000b)
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Independent of the used classification categories, the mechanism of facial expression
classification applied by an expression analyzer is either a template-based- or a neuralnetwork-based- or a rule-based- classification method. Table 5.2 summarizes the utilized
methods for facial expression emotional classification. In template-based classification
methods, the encountered facial expression is compared to the templates defined for each
expression category. The best match decides the category of the shown expression. There
are a lot of combinations of different facial actions with different intensities, and
everybody has his/her own maximal intensity of displaying a certain facial action, which
introduces difficulties for template-based method. And it is also difficult to achieve a
quantified recognition of a nonprototypic facial expression. The neural-network-based
methods can be classified into template-based category, but a typical neural network can
perform a quantified facial expression categorization into multiple classes while the
template-based methods cannot achieve such a performance in general. The rule-based
classification methods classify the examined facial expression into the basic emotion
categories based on the previously encoded facial actions. The shown expression,
described in terms of facial actions, is compared to the prototypic expressions defined for
each of the emotion categories and classified in the optimal fitting category.
Table 5.2. The methods for facial expression classification
Method type
Description
Examples

Method type
Description
Examples
Method type
Description
Examples

Template-based
Template matching decides the category of the shown expression
PCA based on Mahalonobis distance and LDA (Edwards, 1998), elastic
graph matching (Hong, 1998), 2D emotion space (PCA) & minimum
distance classifier (Huang, 1997)
Neural-network-based
Neural network classification and may categorize into multiple classes
NN with backpropagation learning (Kobayashi, 1997)
Rule-based
Comparison with prototypic expressions (emotional categories) in terms of
facial actions
Expert system rules (Pantic and Rothkrantz, 2000b)

In addition, Tian et al. developed an Automatic Face Analysis (AFA) system to
analyze facial expressions based on both permanent facial features (brows, eyes, mouth)
and transient facial features (deepening of facial furrows) in a nearly frontal-view face
image sequence. The AFA system recognizes fine-grained changes in facial expression
into AUs of the FACS, instead of a few prototypic expressions. However, the AFA
system requires accurate locations of the facial features, which is difficult especially for
some non-permanent features such as furrows and wrinkles. Chandrasiri et al. proposed
Personal Facial Expression Space (PFES) to recognize person-specific, primary facial
expression image sequences (Chandrasiri et al., 2004). On PFES, facial expression
parameters which are compatible with MPEG-4 high level Facial Animation Parameters
(FAP) can be extracted from a user’s face image. The key limitation of PFES is that it can
not process an unknown face that is not included in the trained person-specific space. In
(Yeasin et al., 2006) Yeasin et al. used a subjective measurement of the intensity of basic
expressions by associating a coefficient for the intensity by the relative image number in
the expression image sequence. Though simple and effective for their application, this
method does not align expression intensities of different.
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It should be kept in mind that most existing expression analyzers perform a singular
classification of the examined expression into one of the basic emotion categories. This
approach has two main limitations. First, pure emotional expressions are seldom elicited.
Most of the time, people show blends of emotional expressions. Second, it is not at all
certain that all facial expressions displayed on the face can be classified under the six
basic emotion categories.
5.3.1.2

Manifold learning for facial expression analysis

In recent years manifold learning methods are used for facial expression analysis (Shan et
al., 2005a; Hu et al., 2004; Chang et al., 2003), which is based on the fact that variations
of face images can be represented as low dimensional manifolds embedded in the high
dimensional image space.
LLE
The Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) recovers global nonlinear structure from
locally linear fits, which is based on simple geometric intuitions (Roweis and Saul, 2000).
r
Suppose the data consist of N real-valued vectors X i , each of dimensionality D, sampled
from some underlying manifold. Provided there is sufficient data (such that the manifold
is well-sampled), we expect each data point and its neighbors to lie on or close to a
locally linear patch of the manifold. We characterize the local geometry of these patches
by linear coefficients that reconstruct each data point from its neighbors. Reconstruction
errors are measured by the cost function

r

r

2

ε (W ) = ∑ X i − ∑ j Wij X j ,

(5-12)

i

which adds up the squared distances between all the data points and their reconstructions.
The weights Wij summarize the contribution of the jth data point to the ith reconstruction.
To compute the weights Wij we minimize the cost function subject to two constraints: first,
r
r
that each data point X i is reconstructed only from its neighbors, enforcing Wij = 0 if X j

r

does not belong to the set of neighbors of X i ; second, that the rows of the weight matrix
sum to one:

∑W
j

ij

= 1 . The optimal weights Wij subject to these constrains are found by

solving a least-squares problem.
Suppose the data lie on or near a smooth nonlinear manifold of lower dimensionality
d << D . To a good approximation then, there exists a linear mapping – consisting of a
translation, rotation, and rescaling – that maps the high-dimensional coordinates of each
neighborhood to global internal coordinates on the manifold. By design, the
reconstruction weights Wij reflect intrinsic geometric properties of the data that are
invariant to exactly such transformations. We therefore expect their characterization of
local geometry in the original data space to be equally valid for local patches on the
manifold. In particular, the same weighs Wij that reconstruct the ith data point in D
dimensions should also reconstruct its embedded manifold coordinates in d dimensions.
LLE constructs a neighborhood-preserving mapping based on the above idea. In the
r
final step of the algorithm, each high-dimensional observation X i is mapped to a low-

r

dimensional vector Yi representing global internal coordinates on the manifold. This is

r

done by choosing d-dimensional coordinates Yi to minimize the embedding cost function
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r
r 2
Φ(Y ) = ∑ Yi − ∑ j Wij Y j .

(5-13)

i

This cost function, like the previous one, is based on locally linear reconstruction
r
errors, but here we fix the weights Wij while optimizing the coordinates Yi .
LPP
Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) is a linear approximation of Laplacian
Eigenmap (He and Niyogi, 2003). It seeks a transformation P to project high-dimensional
input data X = [ x1 , x 2 ,..., x n ] into a low-dimensional subspace Y = [ y1 , y2 ,..., yn ] in
which the local structure of the input data is be preserved. The linear transformation P
can be obtained by minimizing the following objective function:
n

min
P

∑

2

i , j =1

yi − y j Wij ,

(5-14)

where y i = P T x i , the weight matrix W is constructed through the adjacency graph with
k nearest neighbors or ε-neighborhoods. The minimization problem can be converted to
solving a generalized eigenvalue problem as

XLX T P = λXDX T P ,
where Dii =

∑W
j

ij

(5-15)

is a diagonal matrix, and L = D − W .

SLPP
When class information is available, LPP can be performed in a supervised manner
(Cheng et al., 2005). The basic idea is to encode class information in the embedding when
constructing the neighborhood graph, so that the local neighborhood of a sample xi from
class c should be composed of samples belonging to class c only. This can be achieved by
increasing the distances between samples belonging to different classes, as in (Ridder et
al., 2003) and (Shan et al., 2005a), the following definition is used

Sup∆ ij = ∆ ij + αMδ ij

α ∈ [0,1] ,

(5-16)

where ∆ ij denotes the distance between xi and xj, Sup∆ ij denotes the distance after
incorporating class information, and M = max i , j ∆ ij , δ ij = 0 if xi and xj belong to the
same class, and 1 otherwise. The parameter α represents the degree of supervision.
When α = 0 , one obtains unsupervised LPP; when α = 1 , the result is fully supervised
LPP.
Manifold application in facial expression analysis
Chang et al. (Chang et al., 2003) made first attempt to apply two types of embedding,
LLE and Lipschitz embedding, to learn the structure of the expression manifold. In (Hu et
al., 2004), they further proposed an approach for facial expression tracking and
recognition based on Isomap embedding. One problem of these methods is that they
learned the expression manifold in the feature space described by a large set of landmarks,
e.g., using ASM, which requires complex extracting or tracking scheme and is not easy to
be obtained accurately, additionally, the number of such landmark points is far beyond
the number of fiducial points used in expression synthesis stage as we will discuss below.
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Another potential risk is that the research was conducted on data sets containing only
several subjects, the efficiency on a large number of subjects was not verified. Shan et al.
(Shan et al., 2005a) first investigated an appearance manifold of facial expression based
on a novel alignment method (SLPP) to keep the semantic similarity of facial expression
from different subjects on one generalized manifold.
5.3.1.3

BoostLBP for facial expression data extraction

Recently Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features are widely adopted for facial image
representation and facial expression data extraction. The LBP operator is a powerful
method of texture description (Ojala and Pietikainen, 2002). The operator labels the
pixels of an image by thresholding the neighborhood of each pixel with the center value
and considering the result as a binary number. Using circular neighborhoods and
bilinearly interpolating the pixel values allow any radius and number of pixels in the
neighborhood. Then the histogram of the labels can be used as a texture descriptor. An
illustration of the basic LBP operator is shown in Figure 5.11. An extension to the
original operator is to use so called uniform patterns. A LBP is called uniform if it
contains at most two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa when the binary string is
u2

considered circular. We use LBPP , R to denote a uniform LBP operator, which means
using the operator in a neighborhood of P sampling points on a circle of radius R. Usually

LBP8u, 22 is applied to extract LBP code for each pixel of face images. All feature values
are quantified into 59 bins according to uniform strategy. A histogram of the labeled
image f l ( x, y ) can be defined as

H i = ∑ I { f l ( x, y ) = i},

i = 0,...n − 1

(5-17)

x, y

u2

where n is the number of different labels produced by the LBP (for LBP8, 2 n = 59) and

1,
I { A} = 
0,

A is true
A is false

(5-18)

The histogram contains information about the distribution of the local micro-patterns
such as edges, spots and flat areas over the whole image. For efficient face representation,
feature extracted should retain also spatial information. Hence the face image is scanned
with a scalable sub-window, thus a sequence of regions R0 , R1 ,..., Rm −1 is generated. A
spatially enhanced histogram is defined as

H i, j = I{ f l ( x, y) = i}I{(x, y) ∈ R j }

i = 0,...,n − 1,

j = 0,...,m − 1

(5-19)

In this histogram, the face is described on three different levels of locality: the labels
for the histogram contain the pixel-level patterns, the labels are summed over a small
region to produce information on a regional level and the regional histograms are
concatenated to build a global description of the face.
When the image has been divided into regions, it can be expected that some of the
regions contain more useful information than others in terms of distinguishing between
different facial expressions. Intuitive weights can be assigned to different regions
according to their importance to expression discriminance (Shan et al., 2005b). A more
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constructive approach was proposed by Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2005) that utilize
Jensen-Shannon Boosting learning to select the most important features (regions).

Figure 5.11. The LBP operator.
JSBoost Learning

{x , y } N

x ∈ Rd

Provided that we are given a set of labeled examples i i i =1 where i
and
d
y i ∈ {−1,+1} , and are asked to give a decision y for any input x ∈ R . Rather than using
raw data, we may extract some features by mapping the raw data to a feature space using
some mapping functions φ : R d → R , where φ (⋅) stands for LBP filters in this
discussion. After a best feature φ i is learned (i = 1,..., k ) , it is mapped by a discriminant
function ϕ (⋅) : R → R . For each feature φi , we may obtain from ensembles of the two
classes histograms as estimated distributions for the positive (intra-expression) and
negative (extra-expression) examples, hi+ (φ i ( x )) and hi− (φ i ( x )) . An appropriate choice
of the discriminant function could be

1
2

ϕ i (⋅) = log

hi+ (⋅)
hi− (⋅)

(5-20)

Our goal is to learn the features φi reliably so as to construct a classifier that
produces the lowest error rate with a minimum number of features. The classification
function thus becomes

k 1
h + (φ ( x)) 
F ( x) = sign ∑ log i− i

hi (φi ( x)) 
 i =1 2

(5-21)

with sign (⋅) ∈ {−1,+1} being the class indicator function.
The feature selection can be performed by maximizing the JS-divergence, as defined
below.

hi+ (l ) + hi− (l )
]
2
h + (l ) + hi− (l )
L −1
L −1
+ ∑l =0 hi− (l ) log[hi− (l )] −∑l =0 hi− (l ) log[ i
]
2
h + + hi−
= 2⋅ H( i
) − H (hi+ ) − H (hi− )
2

DSJS = ∑l =0 hi+ (l ) log[hi+ (l )] −∑l =0 hi+ (l ) log[
L −1

L −1

(5-22)

where L is the number of bins and H is the Shannon entropy function. The most
discriminating and efficient feature
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φ k* = arg max JS (φi )

(5-23)

φi

is called JS feature. Thus the JSBoost learning algorithm is illustrated as Figure 5.12. And
the example of the selected features is shown in Figure 5.13.
0. (Input)
Training examples {( x1 , y1 ),..., ( x N , y N )} , where N = a + b ; of which a examples have y i = +1 and
b examples have y i = −1 .
1. (Initialization)

wi = 1 / 2a for those examples with y i = +1 and wi = 1 / 2b for those examples with y i = −1 .
2. (Forward Inclusion)
For k = 1,..., K
(1) Select JS feature φ k by JS divergence with weight wi via Equ. 5-23. Let f k ( x) =

h + (φ ( x))
1
;
log k− k
2
hk (φ k ( x))

(2) Update weight wi ← wi ⋅ exp(− β k ⋅ y i f k ( xi )) , i = 1,..., N , where β k = log((1 − ε k ) / ε k ) and ε k
is the training error of the current classifier. Normalize weights so that

∑w
i

i

= 1.

3. (Output)
K

F ( x) = ∑ f k ( x)
k =1

Figure 5.12. Jensen-Shannon boosting learning algorithm.

Figure 5.13. The first four sub-window from which the LBP features are obtained.
In the work of this thesis, we analyze the facial expressions in a generalized
expression manifold based on a modified SLPP scheme, in which expressions of different
subjects and different intensities are well aligned in a person-independent facial
expression space. BoostLBP filters as well as raw image data and original LBP are
applied in the feature extraction stage for SLPP training. Experiments show that JSBoost
learning dose contribute to the facial expression recognition as expected.

5.3.2

Facial expression synthesis

The other component of the expressional manipulation system is realistic facial
expression synthesis. There has been much research in this area, and expression mapping
had become a popular method for generating facial animations. As pointed out in (Zhang
et al., 2006), this method is a kind of warping-based approaches, which requires accurate
labeling of feature positions of a subject’s neutral face and another face of the same
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person with target expression. Because it considers shape changes only, the texture
variations on the face are ignored, consequently it does not generate expression details
such as wrinkles due to skin deformations. An alternative approach uses a large amount
of sample views and applies morphing between them. The drawback of this method is
that it is difficult to generate expressions for a new person who is not included in the
training set.
Wang and Ahuja proposed an approach for facial expression decomposition with
Higher-Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD) that can model the mapping
between persons and expressions, used for facial expression synthesis for a new person
(Wang and Ahuja, 2003). One problem is that the global linearity assumption of
expression variations introduces some artifacts and blurring while synthesizing
expressions for a new person who is not in the training set. Du and Lin used PCA and
linear mapping based on relative parameters as emotional function (Du and Lin, 2002).
They encountered the similar problem as using HOSVD that large amount of training
samples are demanded to well represent the variations of expressions for different
subjects. Kouzani reported a Quadtree PCA (QPCA) to implement a global-local
decomposition for approximating face images using a limited set of examples (Kouzani,
1999). Computation complexity is certainly increased by using QPCA, and the results do
not look very good for human observation. Zhang et al. developed a geometry-driven
facial expression synthesis system (Zhang et al., 2006). They subdivide the face into a
number of subregions in order to deal with the limited space of all possible convex
combinations of expression examples. The synthesis results look realistic and desirable.
However, the blending along the subregion boundaries requires further efforts to avoid
image discontinuities, and the registration of the large amount of feature points is a
challenging task. Though it can be expanded to generate expressions for a new person,
the system presented is person-specific.
Generally, a system that is intended to design facial expression synthesis should be
capable to fulfill the following tasks. First, it is required to obtain realistic visual effects
rather than only generating cartoon-like animations. Secondly, the system must be able to
synthesize facial appearance for a new person, not limited to particular subjects within the
training set. Finally, an efficient method is needed to synthesize arbitrary facial
expressions with any desired intensities. The last task requires that facial expression
synthesis and recognition should be performed under a unified framework with
expression intensity alignment.
Let IP represent a face image, and IE be an expression image of this face. The
procedure of expression synthesis is equivalent to setting up a mapping relation M
between a face and its expression, I E = M ( I P ) , where M is supposed to be a complex
nonlinear mapping.
In our work, a local geometry preserving based nonlinear method is proposed to
approximate the mapping function M, which is inspired by LLE. It is assumed that small
image patches in the face image and the expression image form manifold with similar
local geometry in two different image spaces, and expression synthesis can be performed
by giving training face-expression pair samples based on local nearest neighbors
reconstruction.
Facial expressions of a new person can be synthesized under the assumption that
similar persons have similar expression appearance and shape. However, all PCA based
methods further assume that expression synthesis can be approximated by a linear
combination of training face-expression pair samples. Due to the complexity of face
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structure, adopting this globally-linear assumption is not accurate when training samples
are limited or there are big shape deformations of expressions.
Promising manifold learning methods such as LLE provide hints on this problem.
The principle of LLE is to compute neighbor-preserving mapping between an original
high-dimensional data space and a low-dimensional feature space, based on the simple
geometric intuition that each data point and its neighbors lie on or close to a locally linear
patch of the manifold. It is reasonable to adopt a local geometry preserving scheme to
compute the mapping between the original face image space and the expression image
space. To solve the problem of limited samples and deformable expression structure, a
patch-based strategy is applied as in (Chang et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005; Chen et al.,
2001)
The proposed approach gets better performance than PCA-based method as reported
in Publication 7. The reason is that the “double locality preserving” scheme - both
locality with image patches in the spatial domain and locality with geometrical structure
of manifold - is capable to approximate the global-nonlinear structure more efficiently.

5.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter we reviewed some key work of face detection, facial feature extraction,
face caricature, facial expression analysis and synthesis. Face detection and feature
location is a preliminary step for further processing, which is not as easy when there are
illumination changes and face pose variations. In spite of the approaches or their
combinations utilized to detect a face and facial features, heuristics such as the
geometrical structure, texture properties of the feature regions, and symmetrical
measurement, are always helpful and can be applied to speed up the detection process. An
efficient framework for face detection and facial feature extraction, as applied in this
thesis, could be: first, to locate some face candidates with a fast search using effective
heuristic features; secondly use a statistical model to verify the candidates in which boost
learning can be applied to build up a stronger classifier by combining a series of “weak”
classifiers; then locate the accurate positions of the pair of eyes, basically with template
matching or boosting method, for initialization of ASM search; and finally locate other
features with a set of landmark points. Our contribution was to first introduce a multiscale horizontal-component-based search algorithm in the coarse step of face detection,
which can save up to 95% searching time comparing with pure sliding-window search
based on template matching (including Adaboost binary classification). We also made
some improvement for ASM searching scheme by introducing a 2D local search instead
of 1D search to get better result for high-curvature feature points. Another piece is that
we used a PCA based algorithm for “weak classifier” construction in boost learning.
Because the “weak learner” is easy to be implemented and already not so weak, the
number of features used for the final classifier could be reduced.
Face caricature and facial sketch is a comparatively emerging research field which
tries to fill the gap between computer’s processing and human perception of art. A few
attempts have been proposed to synthesize facial caricatures either interactively or
automatically. However, existing work did not cover the important characteristic of
caricatures that exaggeration of a face or some specific features need to be introduced in
order to produce impressional effects. We presented a parametric morphing algorithm to
mimic the facial exaggeration effect. Some special processing was used to generate
painting style like watercolor. The proposed method is effective for interaction based on
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mobile devices. Further efforts are needed to emphasize the capability of creating
artistical drawings in an automatic manner.
Understanding and making use of facial expressions will generate differentiations for
a lot of HCI applications. One of the most known tools is Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) (Ekman and Friesen, 1978), which analysis facial expressions in terms of Action
Units (AUs). FACS provides a linguistic description of all possible, visually detectable
facial changes, however, to achieve a full-automatic FACS is still very difficult. Many
existing work classified facial expressions into some prototypic expressions, e.g.,
emotional expressions. The main limitation of this approach is that pure emotional
expressions are seldom elicited. Most of the time, people show blends of emotional
expressions. Facial expression synthesis intends to generate realistic visual effects, and
should be able to deal with a new person, not limited in the particular subjects. It is also
desired that the synthesis algorithm can produce expressions with any intensity in a well
controlled manner, and can work with the recognition part in a generalized framework.
The surveyed systems encountered difficulties to fulfill these requirements at the same
time. In publication P7, we proposed a generalized manifold to recognize and synthesize
facial expressions, comparison with state of the art was presented. Although we used
prototypic expressions, blends of emotional expressions can be analyzed and synthesized,
and an affective interaction based on this can be conducted.
In this chapter we also briefly described our solutions regarding the above research
questions. Some experimental results which were not presented in the attached
publications are also included.

Chapter 6

Summary of Publications

This chapter provides a summary of the seven publications that form this thesis. All the
publications deal with object extraction and recognition tasks for camera-based
interaction on mobile platform, and the hybrid framework of heuristic and statistical
approaches provides a principle in cooperation with contextual hypothesis. These
publications can be broadly classified into three main categories according to their
objectives. The first category comprising Publications 1 and 2 deals with the problem of
extracting text or characters from natural scene images. The second category with
Publications 3 and 4 is aimed at reading 1D and 2D bar codes by using camera phones.
The last group comprises Publications 5-7 focus on human faces that algorithms of facial
feature extraction and manipulation are proposed, facial expression recognition and
synthesis are also explained and applied to a novel affective interaction.
The work has been carried out in Nokia Research Center, Beijing, during the years
2001-2007, and is a joint effort of researchers in the Visual Interaction System group who
have been involved in the related projects. However, the contribution of the author to all
these publications has been essential. The detailed contribution of the author to each of
the seven publications is explained as following.

6.1 Publication 1: Text Location in Color Scene
Images for Information Acquisition by Mobile
Terminals
In publication one we considered the problem of detecting text from color scene images
with complex background. A multi-group decomposition method that combines hue
space, weak color, gray-level, and edge information is applied to disintegrate the original
color image into different layers. A heuristic color clustering method in the hue space is
proposed, which is simple but effective for real applications on mobile devices. A
connected-component-based approach using Block Adjacency Graph (BAG) algorithm is
employed to group and locate text regions in each image layer, and final result is obtained
by grouping the regions from different layers.
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For this work the author proposed the idea, planned and conducted all the detailed
analysis and experiments. The author also wrote the publication with suggestions from Dr.
Jari Kangas.

6.2 Publication 2: Character-Like Region
Verification for Extracting Text in Scene Images
In publication two we further developed the approach of character-like region verification
under the framework of multi-group decomposition. Alignment analysis is introduced to
check the candidate regions in each binary image layer. Special concerns on the partition
and combination of radicals of Chinese characters are proposed, and a priority adaptive
segmentation method is applied to binarize the characters from their background for
better recognition performance. Some heuristics such as texture statistics, recognition
confidence, and align value are employed to further verify the truth of the final candidates.
The algorithms are proved to be robust for a wide range of character fonts, illumination
variations, and backgrounds.
The author was solely responsible for the original idea, conducted all the
implementation and experiments, and wrote the publication with the help of Dr. Jari
Kangas.

6.3 Publication 3: 1D Bar Code Reading on Camera
Phones
In publication three we presented the research work on the bar code reading algorithms
using a VGA camera phone. A widely used 1D bar code standard, EAN-13, is taken as an
example to show the efficiency of the proposed method. A wavelet-based bar code
location and knowledge-based bar code segmentation scheme is applied to extract bar
code characters from poor-quality input images. In order to train an efficient recognition
engine, a modified Generalized Learning Vector Quantization (GLVQ) method is
designed for optimizing the feature extraction matrix and the class reference vectors.
The contribution of the author in this work was to suggest the idea of applying
statistical training for bar code character recognition, and generate the training data,
implement the software framework and run all tests. The bar code location and
segmentation were done in cooperation with Dr. Kongqiao Wang, and the statistical
training was performed in cooperation with Dr. Yanming Zou. The manuscript was coauthored with the above two also.

6.4 Publication 4: 2D Bar Codes Reading: Solutions
for Camera Phones
In publication four we addressed the problem of specific 2D bar code design for mobile
phones and introduced a low-level encoding method of matrix codes. At the same time,
we proposed an efficient scheme for 2D bar codes decoding, of which the effort is put on
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solutions of the difficulties introduced by low image quality that is very common in bar
code images taken by a phone camera. Heuristics are applied in various stages including
code size indication, bar code location, deblurring modeling, and decoding. Grid
vibration using statistical inference is also employed to get more robust results. A patchbased statistical framework is proposed for future research.
The design of the new matrix code and the bar code location were carried out in
cooperation with Dr. Yanming Zou. The author proposed and implemented the decoding
algorithms and conducted the experiments. The software implementation on camera
phone was cooperated with Dr. Zou. The author also wrote the manuscript.

6.5 Publication 5: Facial Feature Extraction and
Image-Based Face Drawing
In publication five we presented algorithms of facial feature extraction and based on the
features extracted, an image-based drawing system was developed which automatically
generates a drawing with embodiment of the individual face. Face detection is performed
using horizontal texture information and subspace method based on eigenfaces. Then the
pair of irises is located using Hough-transform and intensity valley correlation. Other
facial features are detected based on the skeleton characteristics of the face. Finally a
series of heuristics are employed to generate the stylized face drawings.
For this work the author proposed the idea, conducted all the planning and detailed
implementations. The author wrote the publication under discussions with Dr. Kongqiao
Wang.

6.6 Publication 6: Image-Based Face Drawing Using
Active Shape Models and Parametric Morphing
In publication six the face drawing work was further developed in two aspects: a MultiResolution Active Shape Model (MRASM) is applied to extract facial features in a more
effective manner; and a parametric morphing method is carried out to generate several
expressions that embody a few basic emotions such as happiness, sadness, anger, and
surprise.
The author was solely responsible for the original idea, conducted all the
implementations and experiments, and wrote the publication.

6.7 Publication 7: Affective Interaction Based on
Person-Independent Facial Expression Space
In publication seven we proposed a Person-Independent Facial Expression Space (PIFES)
to analyze and synthesize facial expressions based on Supervised Locality Preserving
Projections (SLPP), which aligns different subjects and different intensities of facial
expressions on one generalized expression manifold. On PIFES, interactive curves of
different patterns are generated according to the input facial expression image sequence,
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thus target responsive expression images are synthesized for different emotions. In order
to generate arbitrary expressions for a new person with natural details, we also proposed a
novel approach based on local geometry preserving between the input face image and the
target expression image. Based on PIFES, a system is presented to realize an affective
interaction between human and computer via automatic analysis of input facial
expressions of the user and synthesis of the computer’s facial expressions.
The contribution of the author in this work was to propose the original idea, conduct
detailed design of algorithms, and implement all the software and experiments. The
author also wrote the manuscript with suggestions from Dr. Kongqiao Wang.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
Interaction solutions for mobile devices with multi-modalities have attracted more and
more attentions, in which visual channels contribute a lot in obtaining information from
circumstances. In this thesis, we have focused on the study of visual object extraction and
recognition from images captured by mobile imaging devices, which is one of the key
components of camera-based interaction for mobile usages.
In many computer vision problems, theories that solutions are based on usually have
very strong simplifications of reality, due to the highly complex dependence between an
image and the objects that it represents. This means that performance of a computer
vision system depends very much on many details of the implementation of the solution.
We aim to find universal solutions for a set of problems, but it is crucial to be kept in
mind that many implementation details and tricks are quite as important as the basic
principles and models.
This thesis proposed a general solution that combines heuristic and statistical
approaches in an empirical manner to achieve reliable performance for object extraction
and recognition tasks. Applications of text detection from scene images, bar code reading
with camera phones, and face image processings are manifested with detailed
implementations, which could also be taken as examples for validating the hybrid
approach.
Use of prior knowledge can have obvious effects on the application-oriented
problems, which simplifies the solutions with specific purposes. For example, connectedcomponent-based approaches have many advantages in terms of computational
simplification, location accuracy, and easy of implementation, for text detection from
complex background. Another instance is bar code location and segmentation that
directly benefits from the dominant textural structure of parallel bars and spaces.
Automatic face detection and facial feature extraction also make use of the knowledgebased methods to perform fast search. However, only use heuristics in such an intuitive
way can not prevent the occurrence of extremely bad cases that exceptions lead to
arbitrary crash. In another word, some extra actions are needed to guarantee that the
system works beyond an acceptable performance with minimal risks.
Consequently we introduced statistical approaches and made a joint effort on the
rational combination of the heuristics and statistical elements, both for the design of
feature extractors and classifiers. Boosting learning algorithm is proved to be useful for
combining a set of weak learners to achieve final strong classification capability. We
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have applied AdaBoost and JSBoost algorithms in text region verification, face detection
and feature selection for facial expression analysis. Another statistical method for object
shape interpretation, Active Shape Model (ASM), is employed in the facial feature
extraction stage, where some improvement in searching scheme is performed to get better
result for high-curvature feature points. Generalized Learning Vector Quantization
(GLVQ) algorithm is used in bar code reading, which is aimed to deal with the blurring
caused by out-of-focus capture. Regarding facial expression analysis and synthesis, we
devised algorithms inspired by the locality preserving concept introduced by Locally
Linear Embedding (LLE) and Locality Preserving Projections (LPP). A generalized
expression manifold is formed by utilizing a Supervised LPP (SLPP) scheme, and
expression recognition, intensity alignment, and expression synthesis are performed
under the same framework. An affective interaction based on the framework is also
proposed in Publication 7.
The nature of object extraction and recognition from images obtained by camera
phones can not be easily modeled by uniform solutions. As presented at the beginning,
the solutions are very much application-driven. The only principle we learned from the
concrete implementations is that it is pretty efficient to apply heuristic but simple
approaches at first to reduce the complexity of the problems and search for possible
solutions, then use developed statistical learning approaches to deal with the remaining
difficult but well-defined problems and get much better accuracy. The process can be
evolved in some or all of the stages, and the combination of the approaches is problemdependent.
Finally it should be kept in mind what we have presented several times: for concrete
problems triggered by computer vision applications, implementation details and tricks are
quite as important as the basic principles and modeling framework.
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